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The Baillie Gifford European Growth Trust brings our wealth of
experience in European investing to the investment trust sector.

Our European managers look for exceptional growth companies. They want
to identify the big winners across the continent. Investments will be high
quality businesses, possibly founder-managed, with strong competitive
positions and credible prospects for long-term earnings growth.

Please remember that changing stock market conditions will affect the value
of the investment in the trust and any income from it. Investors may not get
back the amount invested.

Are you looking for growth potential across Europe?
call 0800 917 2112 or visit us at www.bgeuropeangrowth.com

A Key Information Document is available by contacting us.
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Square, 1 Greenside Row, Edinburgh, EH1 3AN, United Kingdom. Baillie Gifford & Co Limited is the authorised Alternative Investment Fund Manager and
Company Secretary of the Company. Baillie Gifford & Co Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). The investment
trusts managed by Baillie Gifford & Co Limited are listed UK companies and are not authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
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Scandal of the week
Africa’s richest woman,
Isabel dos Santos
(pictured), is accused of
exploiting Angola’s
assets to enrich herself
while her father, former
president José Eduardo
dos Santos, was in
power, saysMichael
Forsythe in TheNew
York Times. The
“Luanda leak” of 715,000
documents relating to
her business activities provides “a paper trail” of
how she and her husband, Sindika Dokolo,
amassed $2bn via stakes in Angolan telecoms,
diamonds and construction firms. For example, in
2017, $57mwas transferred fromAngola’s state
oil company, Sonangol, which she chaired at the
time, to a Dubai firm owned by a friend. This
“drained” Sonangol’s account at EuroBic, the
European armof an Angolan bankwhich is 42.5%
owned by dos Santos. The bank said it has ended
its “commercial relationship”with her andwill
investigate. Angola’s government claims to have
been deprived of $1bn and has vowed to force her
to return. Dos Santos denies anywrongdoing.
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From the executive editor...
As regular readers
may know, I’m
always on the look-
out for contrarian
indicators – signs
that a belief

has become so widespread in
markets that even the most
extreme outcomes must be
“priced in”. Davos – the
Switzerland-based talking shop
for the great and the good and
the grossly overpaid – is usually
fertile ground for such indicators
and this year has proved no
exception. In an interviewwith
Bloomberg this week, Bob
Prince, the co-chief investment
officer of Bridgewater, the
world’s biggest hedge fund, came out
with this beauty. Arguing that central
banks around the world had learned their
lesson from the Federal Reserve’s abortive
attempts to raise interest rates in 2018, he
said: “... we’ve probably seen the end of the
boom-bust cycle”.

Now, as Albert Edwards of Societe
Generale pointed out on Twitter in
response to this quote, our former prime
minister and chancellor Gordon Brown
famously claimed to have ended “boom
and bust” for the UK economy – right
ahead of the financial crisis in 2008.
So in terms of tempting fate, it’s quite a
claim tomake. Admittedly, Prince, unlike
Brown, didn’t appear especially happy
about boom and bust being scrapped.
Hedge funds (in the popular mythology,
at least) makemoney from volatility.
If central banks have ended the ups and

downs in the economy, that makes his
job harder.

However, his feelings are irrelevant.
There are twomain issues here, one linked
to investment markets and the other to
economic policies. On the investment
side, if everyone believes that interest rates
will stay low forever and that there’s no
point in “fighting the Fed”, then even the
bears will go all in on stocks. Bank of
America’s (BoA) latest survey of global
fundmanagers certainly suggests that
“capitulation” is coming closer. Fund
managers are currently holding less cash
than they have at any point since 2013.

On the economic side, if politicians
come to believe that boom and bust is over,
then there is nothing to stop them from
deciding that there are no limits to their
spending. US president Donald Trump
reportedly told donors at a recent private

dinner, “Who the hell cares
about the budget?”. That’s no
surprise coming from a property
man like Trump, but it is a
surprise when it’s addressed to
supporters of the US political
party that’s supposed to be the
fiscally responsible one.
As BenHunt of the Epsilon
Theory blog points out: “If you
don’t see that every government
in the developed world is about
to embark on amassive deficit-
spending spree... you’re just not
paying attention”.

What does this all imply?
It rather implies that the race to
the bottom – in terms of public
finances andmonetary policy –

continues. It implies that asset prices will
continue higher until inflation takes off.
It implies that you should probably
own gold (which is, in fact, one of the
suggestions that Prince agrees with). Oh,
and if you’re looking for other contrarian
notions fromDavos, you should probably
own energy stocks. Firstly, according to
the BoA survey, fundmanagers still hate
them right now – even worse than they
hate cash. Secondly, and hot fromDavos,
we also had Jamie Dimon – the chief
executive of JPMorgan Chase, currently
king of the banking sector – arguing for
a carbon tax. Just be wary of playing the
sector via Russia (seeMatthew Lynn’s
column on page 16).

“Davos is usually fertile ground for contrarian
indicators and this year is no exception”

Goodweek for:
Billionaire Peter Hargreaves (pictured) is to establish a charitable
foundation, to provide financial support to help underprivileged
young people and thosewith disabilities through education and
sport, says The Times. Hargreaveswill transfer sharesworth
£100m fromhis 32% stake in Hargreaves Lansdown, the
investment platform he started in 1981, and stepped back from
almost five years ago. The foundationwill hold on to the shares for
at least two years and draw on the income, whichwould have been
worth around £2.2m last year.

The VanGoghMuseum in Amsterdamhas authenticated an 1889
self-portrait of Vincent VanGogh as genuine. Norway’s
Nasjonalmuseet has owned it since 1910, but its authenticity had
been disputed since 1970. However, VanGogh refers to the “when I
was ill” painting – the only one he createdwhile being treated for
psychosis for six weeks in summer 1889 – in a letter to his brother,
Theo, from the same year. In 1998, another VanGogh self-portrait
from 1889 sold for $71.5mwith Christie’s in NewYork.

Badweek for:
JaimeBotin, amember of the Spanish banking family that has run
Santander for over a century, has been fined €52.4m and
sentenced to 18months in prison, for smuggling Pablo Picasso’s
Headof a YoungWomanout of Spain, says Bloomberg. Botin had
been denied an export permit to sell it through Christie’s in London
in 2012. The €26mpaintingwas later found on his yacht, off
Corsica, in 2015. It has since been handed to the Reina Sofia art
museum inMadrid, while authorities decidewhere to send it.

John Stepek
editor@moneyweek.com

Gordon Brown: bust followed boom as usual
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The bulls return to emerging markets
Financialmarkets are “getting
ahead of themselves”, says
MichaelMackenzie in the
Financial Times. The ink had
barely dried on the trade deal
before the bulls were pouring
into emergingmarkets.
Traders have noticed that the
value of China’s renminbi has
been “quietly” appreciating
relative to the dollar. Stronger
local currencies improve
dollar-denominated returns.
With US assets so expensive
many are keen for a
“prolonged rotation” towards
emergingmarkets, which have
“long been cheap”.

Yet “truces can be fragile”.
Details of the deal could also
prove amixed blessing.
Brazilian soy farmers, for
example, are unlikely to be
thrilled by Chinese plans to

shift purchases of the
foodstuff to the northern
hemisphere. A key challenge
for emerging countries this
decade has been China’s
economy, says The Economist.
TheMiddle Kingdom’s
exceptional growth in the early

2000s “pulled commodity-
exporters” along for the ride.
But today it is “less
commodity-intensive”, bad
news for the exporters who
had come to rely on Chinese
growth. Still, in other
developing economies

productivity growth continues
to convergewith that of the
richworld. Talk of the end of
emergingmarket catch-up
growth appears to have been
greatly exaggerated.

Emergingmarkets have
been in a “nine-year bear
market” since peaking in 2011,
says AndrewAddison in
Barron’s. But long cycles of
underperformance are usually
followed by periods of
outperformance and the asset
class has been picking up
steam relative to the S&P 500
index since the end of last
year. More importantly for
long-term investors, on a
cyclically adjusted price/
earnings ratio (Cape) of 15.8,
emergingmarkets are far-
cheaper than the developed
world average of 25.7.

Don’t get too excited about the new
“phase one” US-China trade deal, says
James Palmer in Foreign Policy. Donald
Trump heralded a “momentous step”
after formally signing the accord with the
Chinese vice premier, LiuHe, last week, but
this limited agreement will only “forestall
further escalation” rather than unwind the
damage already done to global trade.

Trade truce, not trade peace
Markets saw the sunny side. The S&P
500, Nasdaq Composite and Dow Jones
Industrial Average all posted their biggest
weekly percentage gains since August last
week, note ChrisMatthews andMark
DeCambre forMarketWatch. “The
Nasdaq has climbed for six straight weeks,
with a year-to-date return of 4.6%”. The
pan-European Stoxx Europe 600 hit a new
record high on Friday and the FTSE 100
regained a six-month peak.

Beijing has pledged to increase its
imports from the US by $200bn, roughly
double the current level.Washington will
suspend some planned tariffs and halve the
tariff rate applied to $120bn-worth
of goods.

The fact that “tariffs on hundreds of
billions of dollars’ worth” of other goods
will remain in place on both sides even
after this deal shows “howmuch the status
quo has changed”, says The Economist. “A
truly grand pact between the two countries
is someway off.”

Key commodity markets remain
sceptical, notes JonHilsenrath for The
Wall Street Journal. The price of soybeans,
“by far the largest component of US-
China agricultural trade”, has actually

fallen since the deal was announced, while
wheat, pork and dairy products have
barely moved. That is a sign of serious
doubts about whether the paper promises
will have any “real economic impact”.

Carry on decoupling
It would help if America knewwhat
it wanted, writesMartinWolf in the
Financial Times.Welcome provisions
in the agreement covering intellectual
property, currency manipulation and
financial services should encourage China
to operate more like a normal market
economy. Yet, incoherently, the $200bn
import deal will only promote more state
intervention.Meanwhile, in areas such
as technology and investment in the US,
Washington’s aim is clearly to “decouple”.

Even as negotiators signed off the deal,
federal agencies were considering new
restrictions on Chinese telecoms champion
Huawei, which they deem a security
threat, says Nathaniel Taplin in TheWall
Street Journal. Top US officials speak of a
“clash of civilisations”. So this agreement is
unlikely to herald an era of calm. Over the
next decade it may be Asia, not theMiddle
East, that proves the world’s biggest
“hotspot for political risk”.

“Investors betting on a quick
conclusion to this... trade row are set to be
disappointed”, agrees LiamHalligan in
The Daily Telegraph. China-US quarrels
about manufacturing, services and,
above all, technology, will be with us “for
decades”. That’s not good for global trade
or growth, but it’s “now a fact of life”.

Trade truce boosts stocks – for now
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The price of soybeans has fallen since the deal was announced

China’s economy is less commodity-intensive than in the 2000s

Alex Rankine
Markets editor
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Viewpoint
“The past year has seen an increase in
my intake of literature critical of the
currentmonetary and... debt culture that
appears to have infested... Western
[countries. I fear we are] close to a
cataclysmic popping of the Everything
Bubble... The question... is what to do... I
look at gold as a currency and a genuine
store of value… In ancient times (pre-
2000) when cash and equivalents had a
time value represented by an interest
rate, gold, with its real cost of carry, was
a hard call tomake, but today it is – as
our US friendsmight say – a doosy (not
sure if you spell it that way, but you get
my drift). As John Butler writes... in his
book TheGolden Revolution, Revisited :
‘All purely fiat currencies eventually fall
to their intrinsic value of zero.’ ALL –
when the price ofmoney falls to zero or
less, then that would inmy simple view
of theworld tell you all you need to know
about the value of it.”

Sir StevenWilkinson, Good& Prosper

“Coal’s fortunes look bleak”,
says JeremyHodges on
Bloomberg. The fuel’s price fell
by almost a third last year to
around $62 per tonnewith little
prospect of a pick-up in 2020. A
combination of falling gas
prices, “ever-cheaper wind and
solar power” and carbon-
emissions reduction policies
are driving a “drastic” decline
in generators that burn coal.
Last spring theUKwent for
a full weekwithout coal power
for the first time since the
industrial revolution.

Bulls point to new coal-fired
power stations coming online in
Asia, say JoeWallace and David
Hodari in TheWall Street
Journal. China accounts for
about half of global coal
demand. Yet Beijing is taking a
protectionist turn as it wants to
preserve “the domestic coal
industry because it’s the source
of employment for somany
people”, saysManjot Singh of
CRUGroup. It is importing less
coal, which has also tempered
global demand.

Australia’s coal industry has
been hardest hit, reports Adam
Morton in TheGuardian.
China’s imposition of what
amounted to “an unannounced
ban” on the country’s coal last
yearmeans that the industry’s
export earnings are forecast to
fall bymore than a quarter over
the two years from 2018.
Westernmarkets are not taking
up the slack. Demand for coal-
fired power fell 23% in Europe
and 14% in the US during the
first ninemonths of 2019.

Will Trump’s next trade fight
be with Europe? ask Ana
Swanson and Jack Ewing in
TheNewYork Times.With
North American and Chinese
deals in the bag, some analysts
wonder if the US president
will turn his attention to the
world’s biggest trading bloc.
The transatlantic partners
are already embroiled in spats
over everything from aircraft
subsidies to France’s planned
digital levy. A phone call
between the US and French
presidents this week delivered a
tentative truce.

A subdued growth outlook
The eurozone’s stocks had an
excellent 2019. Germany’s
Dax returned 25% last year,
while France’s CAC 40 index
rose 26.4%. The surprise
standout performer was Italy.
Shares on the country’s FTSE
MIB index gained 28%. Yet
there are “serious hurdles” to
a repeat performance in 2020,
says Bloomberg. The earnings
outlook is underwhelming.
Between April and December
last year earnings downgrades
outnumbered upgrades.
Companies are forecast to
see 8.9% profit growth this
year, falling short of the 9.3%
predicted for the S&P 500.

The region’s economy has
struggled to gain traction.
Germany expanded by just
0.6% last year, notes Tom
Fairless for TheWall Street
Journal. Amanufacturing

Can Europe keep going?

For all the fuss about
productivity inmuch of the
developedworld stalling in the
last ten years, a longer-term
view suggests that humanity
should continue successfully
doingmorewith less. Take
agriculture, says JohnMauldin
in Thoughts from the Frontline.
Research by Jesse Ausubel of
Rockefeller University shows
that theworld is producing
almost five times asmuch corn
per acre than 70 years ago; it is
using less fertiliser too (fertiliser
consumption peaked in the
1970s).We are also squandering
much lesswater.Water use for
agriculture has been flat since
1975while the production of
corn and soybeans has
quadrupled.Wheat and potato
output is up by 60% and 25%
respectively. Feeding a growing
populationwill be no problem.

Coal market’s
drastic decline

contraction of 3.6% dragged
down everything else. That
weakness prompted “an
aggressive response” from the
European Central Bank, which
cut interest rates and “launched
an open-ended bond-buying”
programme last September.
Yet German politicians are still
unwilling to step in with fiscal
stimulus: the country’s finance
ministry reported a 1.5%
budget surplus last year, the
sixth in a row.

However, expectations
that the global manufacturing
slumpwill bottom out at the
start of this year are feeding
renewed optimism, says Piotr
Skolimowski on Bloomberg.
The ZEW index shows
that investor confidence in
Germany’s growth outlook
is now at “the highest in
more than four years”. This
year’s US election risks may

cause investors to become less
focused on problems in Europe
and Asia, Peter Oppenheimer
of Goldman Sachs told Trista
Kelley on Business Insider.
The gap between yields on the
region’s equity and risk-free
bonds is “higher now than at
any time since the financial
crisis”; that “substantial yield
cushion” should insulate shares
from any dramatic falls.

For all the industrial
malaise, consumption is
not doing badly, say Cedric
Gemehl andNick Andrews for
Gavekal Research. Exclude the
“metal bashers” and third-
quarter expansion was a 1.7%
year-on-year. Easy monetary
policy, falling unemployment
and a “gradual reversal” of
austerity policies could help the
continent surprise on the upside
this year. “The European
recovery lives, just.”

n The global agricultural revolution
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TheGerman economy barely grew last
year, and fiscal stimulus is unlikely
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IPO watch

Dunelm
Investors Chronicle
Dunelm operates a UK-wide
network of 171 superstores
selling home furnishings. The
firmwent through a difficult
period after struggling to

digest its 2016 acquisition of
online retailerWorldstores,
but is now “firmly back on
the front foot”. The online
business is growing rapidly and
the successful rollout of a new
digital platform is particularly
encouraging. Free cash flow
andmargins are improving and
talk of a post-election bounce
in consumer confidence should
also provide a boost. 1,082p

Travis Perkins
The Sunday Telegraph
This builders’ merchant
has a “do-it-yourself” plan:

management has sold its
wholesale heating and
plumbing business for £46m
and also plans to dispose of
DIY chainWickes. That
wouldmake it less dependent
on the cyclical retail trade and
give it more space to invest in
strongly performing divisions
such as Toolstation, which
is “snapping at the heels”
of Screwfix. Changes to stamp
duty, along with a brighter
outlook for housing, should
also provide tailwinds.
“There is more to gain from
this renovation”. 1,661p

Harworth Group
TheMail on Sunday
This property developer
specialises in regenerating
old industrial sites. Spun out
of UKCoal, Harworth turns
its locations, often former
coal mines, into places where
people want to live and work.
The group is well managed,
boasts sound finances and has
a strong portfolio. The new
government’s pledge to step
up northern investment bodes
well. The shares have doubled
since 2015, but there should be
plenty more to come. 154p

Two years ago the semiconductor sectorwas rocketing amid talk
of a chip supercycle, saysWirtschaftsWoche. The euphoriawas
punctured by Donald Trump’s tradewar, which has severely
dented the share prices ofmajor chipmakers and their suppliers.
Thatmakes Germany’s Siltronic, a producer of siliconwafers used
in semiconductors, well worth a look. It is on a price/earnings
ratio of just 12 and yields 3.6%, yet there should be plenty of
growth ahead. Long-term trends such as artificial intelligence,
the “Internet of Things” and the proliferation of data centres all
point to steady rises in demand for chips in the years ahead.
Siltronic has net liquidity of €500mon its balance sheet.

A German view

MoneyWeek’s comprehensive guide to this week’s share tips

TheDaily Telegraph
Ten-pin bowling is a
“perennially popular formof
family entertainment” and
TenEntertainment, the second-
biggest UKmarket player, seems
a reliable income pick (310p).
US-focused plumbing-supplies
business Ferguson has bounced
back from adversity to become
a resilient operatorwith “very
strongmanagement” (7,216p).

Investors Chronicle
Industrial businesses are
increasingly looking to digitise
their operations, presenting a

big growth opportunity for IT
playAVEVA (4,772p). High-
growth European tech firms
are often overlooked by global
private equity, but that opens
a promising niche for venture
capitalistDraper Esprit (490p).

Shares
From electronics in cars
to e-commerce to cloud
computing, technology is
transforming thewaywe
live. This is an exciting, but
also expensive and complex
sectorwhere there is a case
for professional help, so take

a look atAllianzTechnology
Trust (1,789p). Shares in
fantasyminiatures business
GamesWorkshop aremaking
newhighs, but its valuable
intellectual property should
continue to drive strong
returns. Keep buying (6,970p).
SupermarketWmMorrison
faces a tough competitive
landscape, but the balance sheet
is in order (192p).

The Times
AvoidHikma Pharmaceuticals:
this year “will be no blowout”
and on a dividend yield of

1.52% the price looks elevated
given the risks (1,975p).
Specialist chemicals group
Croda International is an
impressive FTSE 100 performer
and its life-sciences division is
another promising source of
growth – hold (5,060p).

Three to buy

Three to sell

...and the rest

Tech start-up Casper Sleep, known for sellingmattresses on the
internet, has filed for an initial public offering (IPO), says Lauren
Thomas in CNBC. The company reported sales of $357.9m in
2018, up from $250.9m the year before, with losses of $92.1m
and $73.4m respectively. Casper was valued at $1.1bn following
its latest round of funding, but it has yet to disclose howmuch
money it plans to raise or the valuation it will seek. Casper’s
sales grew by 46% a year between 2016 and 2018, says Tae Kim
in Barron’s. After the poorly received flotations of 2019, notably
Uber andWeWork, Casper’s IPOwill “testmarket appetite for
loss-making unicorns”, says Ciara Linnane onMarketWatch.

AOWorld
TheTimes
The “hype has long gone”
from this white-goods internet
retailer. It was once valued
at £1.8bn, but operational
problems in its continental
divisions and weaker consumer
spending have cut that figure
to £411m. A turnaround plan
involves revamping product
lines and the German unit.
That may eventually bear
fruit, but profitability is still
at least two years away and in
the meantime the shares pay
no dividend. A forward price/

earnings ratio of 17 is
too high. Avoid. 86p

Joules
Shares
Our bullish call
on this premium
British clothing
company hasn’t
worked out. The
shares have slid by
more than 30%over
the past year after
a bad Christmas
trading update came
with a warning that
full-year pre-tax

t will be “significantly
owmarket
pectations”.
e group says that it

was unable to satisfy
strong Christmas
shopping demand
because of
an “internally
generated stock
availability issue”.
While the underlying
brand appears strong,
this apparently “self-
inflicted” problem
does not inspire
confidence. Sell. 170p

Reach
Shares
Shares in this media publisher,
formerly TrinityMirror Group,
have risen by a staggering 45%
since December. Themarket
realised that negative sentiment
towards traditional publishing
had gone too far. Reach’s
transition towards more digital
operations provided a further
attraction. The shares are still
cheap, but further upside will
require more good news on
the fundamentals. “Lock in”
a spectacular profit “while the
going is good”. 143p
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l Last year advertising
agencyM&CSaatchi said it
had overstated profits by
£12m, prompting founder
Maurice Saatchi to resign,
says Lex in the Financial
Times. Now the group says it
has found an extra £10m. Still,
any boost is likely to be
temporary as “big ideas and
bigger specs” are no longer
enough to preserve a “dying
businessmodel”. Not only
has cost-cutting at
multinational consumer
groups such as Kraft Heinz
hurt, but thewhole industry is
suffering from the disruption
caused by Facebook and
Google.M&CSaatchimay
havemade its name through
“witty, niche advertising
campaigns”, but as the
industry becomes “an online
scale game” the group is
being left behind.

l The government has bailed
out FlyBe, but “where is the
help for SiriusMinerals?”,
asks BenMarlow in The Daily

Telegraph. Sirius has been
forced into the arms of Anglo
American for an offer “just a
fraction of what the company
was onceworth”. This leaves
many shareholders “facing
ruin”. And supporting a
mining project that “would
have churned out 20million
tons of fertiliser every year for
export” would have done
more to help the regions than
saving a few flights aweek
from Leeds to Southampton.

lBAESystems has shown
“audacity” by spending
$2.2bn on twoUS firms
involved in satellite navigation
and radio, owned by
Raytheon andUnited
Technologies respectively,
says Christopher Thompson
on Breakingviews. TheGPS
unit has healthymargins and
will help BAE’s sales grow by
one-tenth annually over the
next four years. A bigger
market share in the USwill
also defuse any residual
concerns over BAE’s
dependence on Saudi Arabia.
Reducing this dependence
will help BAE close the
valuation gapwith
US-focused Raytheon, which
trades at 18 times earnings
comparedwith BAE’s 15.

City talk

Last year was the worst ever for British retailers,
says Sarah Butler in The Guardian. According to
the British Retail Consortium and accountants
KPMG, total sales slipped by 0.1% , the worst
performance since they beganmonitoring the
sector in 1995. One of the main factors behind
the downturn was a 0.9% fall in sales in the
“crucial” final twomonths of the year when
many retailers makemost of their money. In
contrast to the high street misery, online sales
rose by 2.6% inNovember and December.

Sales of clothing and footwear were hit
particularly badly, say AndrewAtkinson and
LucyMeakin on Bloomberg. They fell by 2.3%
year-on-year in the last three months, with
retailers having to offer “deep discounts” to
attract customers. This meant that stores from
Marks& Spencer to John Lewis ended up being
hit particularly hard. It’s not surprising that the
retail sector is underperforming the UKmarket
as a whole.

Still, some stores have managed to escape the
carnage, as Ashley Armstrong points out in The
Times. Next, as so often, impressed investors,
growing sales in the final twomonths of the
year by 5.3%. And “despite expectations of no
growth”, Dixons Carphone recorded a 2% rise
in electrical sales for the ten weeks to 4 January.
This was mainly down to increased sales of
“supersized flatscreen TVs, Dyson hairdryers
and Apple AirPod headphones” during Black
Friday, which Dixons managed to stretch into
a two-week period. This is good news for the
company, which is in the middle of a turnaround
programme led by CEOAlex Baldock.

It’s nice to see that someone is clinging on, says
JamesMoore in The Independent. But don’t bet
on Dixons “doingmuch beyondwalking” over
the year ahead. For one thing, you have towonder
whether consumers are going to be buying
smart speakers or Apple headphones in the same
numbers in 2020. In any case, Dixons’ overall
sales were only flat thanks to the “bottom falling

Blood on the high street
Last year was the worst on record for the sector, and Christmas

trading brought little cheer. Matthew Partridge reports

Shares in drinks andmixers
group Fever-Tree slid by a fifth
early this week, says Joanna
Bourke in the Evening
Standard. Founder and CEO
TimWarrillow has blamed a
“subdued end to the year in the
UK” for a 1% fall in UK sales and
haswarned that Fever-Tree’s
“much vaunted” expansion
into the USwill suffer “slower
growth than before”.

Thewarning has reduced the
stock price to a three-year low.
Fever-Tree’smarket value has
declined to £1.76bn, down from
a peak of £4.5bn 18months
ago.While Fever-Tree’s
management has attempted to
cushion the blowwith talk
about “goodmomentum
outside the UK” and has

promised that home saleswill
“return to growth”, this ismore
than just a temporary blip, says
Kate Burgess in the Financial
Times. Competition from rival
soft drinks firms is “hotting up”
while the “craze” for gin and
tonic “is turning”.What’smore,
a “smallish British company”
like Fever-Treewill find it harder

than it thinks to break into the
USmarket: building a brand is
“challenging” and distribution
is “tough”. Still, all is not lost . A
buyer “with pockets deep
enough to break the US” could
snap it up.

Don’t be so sure, says
Andrea Felsted on
Bloomberg. A potential
acquirer will first want to see
evidence “that the company
is stabilising”. After all,
Fever-Tree’s attraction to
shareholders come from its
“fast growth”, andwhile 10%
revenue expansion “is still
much better” than the pace
seen in consumer goods or
food retail, it’s hardly
impressive by Fever-Tree’s
recent standards.

Fever-Tree fades as gin boom cools

out of the mobile phonemarket” as people grow
tired of shelling out “for new handsets that aren’t
that much different to last year’s models”.

Internet sales: too little, too late?
One thing that should worry traditional retailers
is the “lacklustre” performance of their online
operations, which were expected to “deliver
significant sales growth” to compensate for
shrinking physical sales, says Jonathan Eley in
the Financial Times. This suggests that many
of the big chains are paying the price for having
moved online “too late, andwith too little
conviction”.M&S saw its online sales go up by
only 1.5%,much lower than the results delivered
by online-only brands such as Asos (up 15%)
and Boohoo (40%). EvenNext’s 15% rise in
online sales involved “lower-margin sales of
third-party products”.While traditional retailers
hope recent investment in e-commerce will
“bear fruit”, the competition from online-only
operators “will only get more intense”.

Online-only brands such asAsos
have posted solid growth
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Should HS2 be scrapped?
The fate of the high-speed rail link is the most pressing issue for the new PM, says Emily Hohler

Few issues in Boris Johnson’s in-tray pose
“quite the same political headache” as the
HS2 rail link, on which a final decision is
expected before the Budget on 11March,
says the Financial Times. Originally priced
at £30bn, the leaked figure from a still
unpublished and long-awaited review by
Douglas Oakervee warns that the final cost
could reach £106bn. That sum, say critics,
could pay for 200 flagship hospitals or 1.7
million social homes. An “intense row”
is currently underway within Johnson’s
government as to whether to carry on with
or scrapHS2. In theory, the project “helps
to fulfil one of the central ambitions” of
Johnson’s new government, to “level up”
the regions and narrow the gap between
the north and south. Plus, £8bn has already
been spent on preparatory work.

A huge blow to the industry
Scrapping the project would please some
ToryMPs and plenty of Tory voters, but
would “leavemost political and transport
leaders in the north andMidlands aghast”
and be a “huge blow” to the rail and
construction industry, even if funds could
be diverted into other northern projects,
saysGwynTopham in TheGuardian.
Writing in The Sunday Times, four civic
leaderswarn that voters in the regions that
“handed Boris the keys toDowning Street”
will be “watching andwaiting”.

Meanwhile, the chief executives of
Britain’s biggest construction companies
– among themBalfour Beatty, Skanska
and Sir RobertMcAlpine – havewritten
to Johnson insisting that ditchingHS2
would lead to “irreparable damage”, say
Louisa Clarence-Lee andRobert Lea in The
Times. The 250mph railway line, destined
to link London, Birmingham,Manchester
and Leeds, is the “biggest infrastructure
project in Europe” and is expected to

create around 30,000 construction jobs.
They argue that no alternative projects can
sustain the number ofworkers “needed
tomaintain Britain’s engineering and
construction capability” and thatHS2
provides a golden opportunity to train the
workforce inmodern constructionmethods
andmake the engineering sector “evenmore
exportable”. Signatories have already been
awarded contracts worthmillions and have
engaged thousands of companies.

Opponents include transport minister
AndrewGilligan, Johnson’s chief adviser
Dominic Cummings andMuniraMirza,
head of the Number 10 Policy Unit.
EighteenMPs from the new intake,
includingmany who seized so-called “red
wall” seats in the north, have joined a
group of Tory rebels seeking to blockHS2,
say CarolineWheeler and Tim Shipman in
TheDaily Telegraph. Theywant themoney
spent on other infrastructure projects and
fear that HS2will result in schemes that
would have amuch greater impact on local

people’s lives – improved public transport
links and commuter services – being cut.

But will HS2 help Johnson to achieve
his goal of “levelling up” the regions?
Growing regional divides are a “pan-
Western phenomenon”, asMartin Sandbu
points out in the Financial Times, and
if Johnson succeeds, his strategy will be
“scrutinised” abroad. But he would
also do well to “scour other countries’
experience”. One of the “most fascinating”
indicators of disaffection in a recent
French study is the “disappearance of
local shops, cultural amenities and
public services”. Out-of-town shopping
centres and centralised healthcare facilities
may be efficient, but community cohesion
is vital to wellbeing. Local communities
“need a role” in shaping policy,
“something the hypercentralised UK is
particularly ill-suited tomanage”. Johnson
has taken the first step by “grasping
the depth of despair”. Delivering on his
promise is much harder.

Davos finds a new mission
“Workers of theworld, good
news!” saysAndrewEdgecliffe-
Johnson in the Financial Times.
Youhave been rebranded as
“stakeholders” and your bosses
now think youmatter “every bit
asmuch” as the shareholders
“onwhose returns their
bonuses are calculated”. The
theme for theWorld Economic
Forum inDavos, celebrating its
50th anniversary this year, is all
about stakeholder capitalism
and sustainability. All talk of
buybacks and tax efficiencies
are onhold: “thisweek is about
a healthier planet, happier
customers – and you”.

Wouldn’t that be nice, says
Mark Littlewood in TheDaily
Telegraph. Doubtless, the 3,000
attendees, among them53

heads of state and a clutch of
celebrities includingWill.i.am,
are “well-intentioned”, but for
themost part big business,
politicians and lobbyists are
“actively engaged in anunholy
alliance to enhance the role of
the state, increase regulation to
the advantage of gigantic
incumbents and centrally plan
the lives of the 7.8 billion
humans on the planet”.
Boris Johnsonwas right to ban
governmentministers from
attending; the ban “should be
permanent” andChancellor
Sajid Javid should not have
been exempted. Anyone
“committed to liberalismand
freemarkets”must stay away.

That’s a little harsh, says
Edgecliffe-Johnson. Some

businesses are
to treat their
employees bet
PayPal bossDa
Schulman, for
example,who
raisedwages a
improved cond
– not least
because happy
employees
boost the
bottom line.
That said,
YPO, a global
network of
28,000CEOs,
finds that
fewer than
40%have
even
bothered to

of employee
EOsdo
ir priorities,
lawmakerswill
ut how tohold
count for this
corporate
n”, addsAddisu
itewof the
okings
titution think
nk. “Stakeholder
pitalismwill
equire
omprehensive
eformson
multiple fronts.”

Johnson: the actual work will prove challenging
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Putin plays musical chairs

Vladimir Putin’s “sweeping
constitutional changes”,
announced lastweek, have
created “feverish uncertainty”
aboutwhatwill happenwhenhe
steps downasRussian president
in 2024, saysAndrewHiggins in
TheNewYork Times. The
reforms amend theRussian
constitution “to expand the
powers of parliament, the prime

minister and a body called the
state council”, andwere
accompanied by the resignation
of the primeminister, Dmitry
Medvedev, and the rest of the
government. The reformsmight
signal “a rift at the topof
Russia’s hierarchy”, butmost
experts think they are part of a
“well-coordinated” plan by
Putin “to hold onto power by
reshaping the political system”.

Putin’s not going anywhere,
says TheGuardian. Evenbefore
this shake-up,most Russians
took for granted that hewould
remain in power after his second
consecutive term (and fourth
termoverall) ends in 2024. To
that end, he could have followed
Chinese leaderXi Jinping,who
simply abolished term limits, but

the ambiguity of Putin’s plans
mayhelp to keephis options
open andmute public reaction.

By removing a primeminister
whohas been accusedof
“rampant corruption” and
replacing himwith a technocrat,
Putinmay also be hoping “to
present the imageof a fresh
start even if he remains in
charge”, saysDashaAfanasieva
onBreakingviews. Hemight also
be thinking that, if he leaves it
too late, the Russian peoplemay
becomemore hostile to such
“gamesof politico-musical
chairs”. These changes can’t,
however, hide the fact that the
economy is “stagnating” and
that “politicking remains no
substitute for real economic
reform”. (See also page 16.)

The president goes on trial
Donald Trump faces his accusers in the Senate. Matthew Partridge reports
In a “definingmoment”
theUSHouse of
Representatives
formally sent articles
of impeachment to
the Senate last week,
allowing the upper house
to start a process that
could result in President
Donald Trump becoming
the first president to be
dismissed fromoffice,
says TheGuardian.
Trump himself regards
this as nothingmore than
a “partisanwitch-hunt”,
but the articles centre on
two “genuinely serious”
charges: firstly, that
Trump “abused the powers of the presidency” by
trying to get Ukraine to intervene in the 2020US
presidential election; secondly, that he obstructed
Congress “as it attempted to carry out its lawful
power of impeachment” by ordering officials to
defy subpoenas to testify.

A foregone conclusion?
Given the “overwhelming” evidence that Trump
did indeed “shake down a foreign government
in the service of his own re-election campaign”,
his legal team seems to have fallen back on the
argument that his behaviour didn’t technically
break any law, says JesseWegman in TheNewYork
Times. But this is “legal claptrap”. It has always
been accepted that impeachment isn’t just about
the law, but also about providing a remedy for the
“innumerableways” a president could “abuse or
violate” the people’s trust. Still, Trump’s lawyers’
“preposterous” argument is likely towork because
theRepublicanmajority in the Senate “knows that
its own survival is tied to Trump’s” and is therefore
likely to acquit him after a short trial.

Not so fast, say Lauren Fedor andCourtney
Weaver in the Financial Times. Republican

senatorsmay be solidly
behind the president,
but themore the
Senate leadership tries
to hurry along the
process, the easier it is
for theDemocrats to
build a political case
that the president’s
party is “complicit in
a cover-up” that aims
to “withhold evidence
from theAmerican
people”. Indeed,many
moderate Republicans
are already “squeamish”
at Senatemajority leader
MitchMcConnell’s
“brazenness” at trying

to condense the entire trial “into just two days” and
have forced him to agree tomore time.

A polarised debate
The Democrats say they want a longer trial,
but they may not like the consequences, says
TheWall Street Journal. The Republicans are
“legally justified” in insisting that senators make
a judgement on existing information, but the best
strategy to avoid charges of a cover-up would be
to “call the Democrats’ bluff” by giving them
witnesses. In return they should insist on calling
those whomTrump’s teamwould like to hear
from, such as Hunter Biden and Joe Biden.
Despite what they say, Democrats want to avoid
such a “spectacle”.

Whether or not Trump has to fight a longer trial,
the result won’t havemuch effect on the presidential
election, saysHenryOlsen in TheWashington Post.
Popular opinion onwhether he should be removed
has “barely budged” since the impeachment process
began, so it’s unlikely a fewmoreweeks of debate
will change that. The scandal has been “absorbed
into voters’ pre-existing viewpoints” –Democrats
see blue, Republicans red.

An interesting case came
to light recently on the
bettingwebsite
politicalbetting.com
involving a dispute
betweenbookmaker
PaddyPower and a
punterwhohadplaced
three separate bets on
thedate of Trump leaving
office, a Scottish
referendumandalien
existence being proven,
selecting the option
“2020 or later”. The
punter assumed this
meant that if these
events hadn’t happened
by the start of this year,
hewould havewon the
bet. PaddyPower took
the terms literally – that
hewould only be paid
when the events had
actually happened.

Whatever you think
about the rights and
wrongs of this case, it
does illustrate that
disputes dohappen.
Wehaven’t hadmany
problemswith this
columnand I generally
don’tmakemyown
private bets onpolitics,

but back in 2017 Paddy
Power did take a little
time to pay up after
ElaineDuke left Trump’s
cabinet (the claimwas
eventually settled). If you
feel you’ve beenbadly
treated, remember that
youdohave the right to
complain to the
Independent Betting
AdjudicationService.

It’s important to read
the terms and conditions
of any bet carefully,
taking a screenshot if
you think there could be
a dispute down the line.
Betting exchangeBetfair
is particularly good
about providing the
exact rules of all its bets,
though even it has been
involved in the odd
dispute. If you are still in
doubt, I’d suggest that
you err on the side of
caution and avoid
making any bets that are
ambiguous or could
potentially be subject to
dispute in the future.

MitchMcConnell wants to releaseTrump quickly

DmitryMedvedev (right) has
been swept out of power
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The way we live now: recycling graves
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WashingtonDC
AMacron-Trump truce:French president
EmmanuelMacron (pictured) and US
counterpart Donald Trump have
respectively agreed to suspend a
digital levy and tariffs until the end
of the year, saysMehreen Khan
in the Financial Times. Late last
year the Trump administration
“balked” at long-running talks

at the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation andDevelopment (OECD)

over rewriting digital tax rules that would
directly affect companies in Silicon Valley. TheWhite
House retaliated by promising tariffs on $2.4bn of French
imports, including Champagne and Roquefort cheese, if
Paris did not stop pursuing a national levy that would hit
the likes of Google and Amazon. Talks between France’s
finance minister, Bruno LeMaire, and counterpart Steven
Mnuchin were meant to take place this week, but in a
“surprise move”Macron said he and Trump had had a
“great discussion” about digital tax.Macron’s stance
contrasts with the UK’s, as Boris Johnson’s administrationn
refuses to back down on plans to impose a digital tax
fromApril, fromwhich it hopes to raise almost £500m a
year, note Chris Giles and Jim Pickard in the same paper.
Washington has threatened retaliatory tariffs if the British
government does not reconsider.

London
Jobsmarket solid:A jump in employment, suggesting resilience in the
economy, hasmade an interest-rate cutmuch less likely. The number of
people finding jobs rose by a “whopping” 208,000 in the threemonths to
November, “whichwasmuch better than expected…and the largest rise
since January 2019”, notes Thomas Pugh of Capital Economics. Annual
employment growth rose from1.0% inOctober to 1.1% inNovember; the
unemployment rate remained unchanged at 3.8%. The percentage of the
labour force inwork is now at a record high of 76.3%.Much of the latest rise
can be put down to a surge in the number ofwomen, aged 25 to 34, finding
work, assisted by changes to childcare subsidies, says Phillip Inman in The
Guardian. The rise in the retirement age forwomen has also promptedmany
to stay inwork for longer. Year-on-year pay growth,meanwhile, held steady
at 3.2%,which is still lower than the 3.9% recorded fromMay to July.
Nevertheless, wages are still easily outpacing price rises, which bodeswell
for consumption. The annual rate of the consumer price index (CPI) was
1.4% inDecember.

Somuch for the dead resting in peace.
Highgate’s east cemetery, resting place
of KarlMarx, GeorgeMichael and
Michael Faraday, is crowded and
sufficiently sought after to prompt the
Friends of Highgate Cemetery Trust to
look into reopening and reusing certain
graves, says JamieDoward in The
Observer. A bill authorising the trust to
“disturb and reinter human remains in
graves in order to increase the space for
further internments in such graves”
was set to gobefore theHouse of Lords
thisweek.Only abandonedgraves,
where the last burial took placemore
than 75 years ago, are to be considered
for renewal; if a relative is found and

objects, the trustwill drop the attempt
for 25 years. The processwon’t result in
the removal of “Great Victorian
headstones”, saysDr IanDungavell, the
trust’s chief executive, as they are a
source of income. “Highgate is a very
strange cemetery in thatwemake half
of ourmoney fromvisitors coming to
see us… Itwould be suicidal [to
remove] the heritage... people come to
see.” The cemetery has 53,000 graves
holding 170,000 people. It’s likely to run
out of space in around four years’ time.
A 2013 survey found that nearly half of
England’s cemeteries claimed theywill
run out of spacewithin 20 years and a
quarterwill be full within ten years.

Rome
Italy in crisis…again: Senators from the far-right League
party voted to put their own leader,Matteo Salvini, on
trial on charges of kidnapping immigrants by holding
them onboard ships during his time as co-deputy
primeminister. It’s all part of his plan, apparently.
“By demanding to be put on trial… Salvini is seeking
to portray himself as a patriotic martyr,
prosecuted by Italy’s... establishment for
trying to protect the nation against illegal
immigration,” says Giovanni Legorano
in TheWall Street Journal. The trial
must be confirmed by a vote of the
whole senate next month. Salvini
(pictured) was in government from June
2018 until September 2019.Meanwhile,
his co-deputy primeminister from his
time in office, the populist left-wing Five
StarMovement’s Luigi DiMaio, is stepping
down as party leader following a collapse in
support. DiMaio is now the foreignminister in a coalition
with the centre-left Democratic Party. The government
is living on borrowed time, says FerdinandoGiugliano
on Bloomberg. On Sunday, a regional election could well
“show just howmuch that experiment is failing” and
usher in the return of Salvini to power.

Toomany people are dying to get in
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Oslo
Government onbrink of
collapse:After six years as
part ofNorwegian prime
minister ErnaSolberg’s
coalition government, the
right-wingProgress Party
has quit. Financeminister
and leader of the party Siv
Jensen took the step
following a cabinet
decision to bring homea
woman suspected of
affiliation to Islamic
State andher two children,
say Terje Solsvik and

Victoria Klesty onReuters.
Solbergwill remain in
office as headof a
minority three-party
coalition consisting of her
Conservatives, the centre-
right Liberal party and the
ChristianDemocrats.
AlthoughmostNorwegian
administrations since the
1970s have beenminority
governments, including
Solberg’s between 2013
and 2019, never has a
party “left a coalition

which has then continued
to govern”. “Jensen’s exit,
alongwith six other
Progressministers, leaves
Solbergwith a string of
posts to fill, including that
of oil and energyminister
to overseewestern
Europe’s biggest oil and
gas industry,” addSolsvik
andKlesty. The new
financeministerwill be
running theworld’s largest
sovereignwealth fund,
with assets of $1.1trn.

Wuhan
Newvirus rattles
markets:The
death toll from a
mysterious flu-like
coronavirus in
China rose to
17 from nine on
Wednesday as the
number of reported
cases rose beyond 300
and spreadoverseas. The
outbreak, which originated
in the central Chinese city ofWuhan,
has occurred just before this weekend’s
Lunar NewYear holiday, when 400
million Chinese are expected to travel,
note Se Young Lee and Lusha Zhang
on Reuters. Authorities have confirmed
it has spread through human contact.
The news has also “sent shivers through
financial markets as investors recalled
tthe fallout fromChina’s severe acute
resspiratory syndrome (Sars) outbreak”
inn 2003, which killed nearly 800 people.
Hong Kong’s Hang Seng index fell by
almost 3% on Tuesday, its worst one-
day showing this year. According to one
estimate, Sars “docked a percentage
point fromChina’s economic growth
and erased up to $18bn in travel, tourism
and retail sales in Asia”, say Lisa Jucca
and Karen Kwok on Breakingviews.

Beijing
GDPgrowth falls tto 29-year low:China’s economy grew at
its lowest rate since 1990 last year, say DonWeinland and
Sun Yu in the Financial Times. GDP rose by 6.1%, revealing
an economy grappling with weak consumer spending,
rising unemployment and ripples from the trade war with
the US. GDP figures come just two days after China and
the US signed a trade agreement that left in place tariffs on
hundreds of billions of dollars worth of goods (see page 4).
However, despite all the chatter about a sharp slowdown,
growth of around 6% a year is “perfectly normal” given
the current level of development of the Chinese economy,
as YuwaHedrick-Wong points out in Forbes. As economies
mature they can’t keep growing at lightning speeds.
Hedrick-Wong adds that the trade war’s impact on the
Chinese economy has been “marginal”, with overall
Chinese exports slipping by a “minuscule” 0.03%.
A drop in exports to the US has beenmade up by a rise in
sales to Europe and Asia. China’s nominal annual GDP
stands at $14.2trn and it is growing by $1.36trn a year.
America’s GDP is $20.5trn and it is expanding by $0.7trn
a year.

Riyadh
Cyberattack
on Jeff Bezos:
Amazon CEO Jeff
Bezos’ (pictured)
mobile phone is
believed to have been
hacked by Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman of
Saudi Arabia, says TheNew
York Times. A forensic analysis
suggests that the cyberattack
occurred after he received a
video containing malware from
aWhatsApp account apparently
used by the prince. The file was
sent after the pair exchanged
numbers during a trip to the US by
the prince, where he met several
CEOs in the hope of attracting
investment to the kingdom. After
Bezos received the video inMay

2018, his phone
began “sending
unusually large
volumes of data”.

The prince’s potential
involvement, which

he denies, could thwart his
efforts to lure moreWestern
investors to Saudi Arabia, says
Stephanie Kirchgaessner in The
Guardian. The investigation will
raise “difficult questions” for the
kingdom about howUS tabloid
the National Enquirer got hold
of intimate details about Bezos’
private life in early 2019. Bezos
was probably targeted because
he owned TheWashington Post,
in which Saudi journalist Jamal
Khashoggi criticised the regime.
He wasmurdered last year.

Progress Party leader Siv Jensen
has ditched the coalition
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Why is the BBC in the news?
ThisweekTonyHall (LordHall of
Birkenhead) announced he’d be stepping
down as director-general of the BBC in
the summer, after seven years in charge.
Hall is a former director of BBCNews
whowaswooed back to the corporation
in 2013 to steady the ship in thewake
of the Jimmy Savile scandal and related
unhappy conniptions. The ultimate BBC
insider and safe pair of hands,Hall had
been expected to stay on until 2022, the
corporation’s centenary year. But this week
he announced that he’s standing down
to let a new leader get settled beforewhat
will also be a crucial year in terms of the
BBC’s funding settlement. (And, it has been
widely speculated, before the BBC’s current
chairman,DavidClementi, leaves next year
and the government gets to install a new
chairman and thereby influence the choice
of the nextDG.) Eitherway,Hall’s decision
has inevitably set off awhole new round
of debate about how the corporation is
funded, andwhether the licence-feemodel –
a fixed levy of £154.50 paid by 25,752,560
UKhouseholds – is sustainable.

Why inevitably?
Because the licence fee and its future is
already a pressing political issue, andHall
is leaving in order to let another general
prepare for a looming battle. The BBC’s
current royal charter, last renegotiated
between the BBC and theConservative
government in 2016, runs until 2027.
Until amid-term review in 2022, the fee
will continue increasingwith inflation
(it currently raises abut £3.6bn a year,
or around three-quarters of total BBC
revenue). But from then on, its level is up
for grabs – and the debate over the licence
fee’s whole future is certain to intensify in
the run-up to charter renegotiation. The
basic question is whether a compulsory
levy to fund the
BBC – in effect a poll
tax – is an outrageous
anachronism in
amulti-channel
worldwhere large numbers (and amajority
of younger viewers) don’t watch BBC
programmes. And it’s a question that’s
becoming increasingly politicised.

How so?
Last July, the BBC’s decision to stop
subsidising free licences for roughly two-
thirds of pensioners (about fourmillion
people) caused a stormof anger from
politicians. Then, in the run-up to the
December election, Boris Johnson (who
last year dubbed it the “Brexit Bashing
Corporation”) and the culture secretary,
NickyMorgan,made clear that an overhaul
of BBC funding is on theConservatives’
agenda – including decriminalisation of

The coming crisis at the BBC
The national broadcaster’s chief has quit ahead of what promises to be years of turmoil and conflict with

a hostile government. Will the licence fee survive? Simon Wilson reports

non-payment and a possible shift to a
subscriptionmodel. This weekDowning
Street let it be known that it wants a say
overwho succeedsHall; more ideologically
driven Tories are proclaiming an existential
crisis at what they see as a bastion of public-
sector,market-stifling privilege.

An existential crisis?
The BBCdoes seem to be facing a turbulent
moment. Back inOctober, even before
the Tory sabre-rattling started, anOfcom
report hadwarned that the BBC“may
not be sustainable in its current form, if
it fails to regain younger audiences”. And
even for hardened veteranswho have been
tracking the BBC for 30 years, it’s hard to
remember a “worse ormore dangerous
time for the broadcaster”, says Emily
Bell in TheGuardian. Competition from
new technologies are changing audience
behaviour and diluting the BBC’s appeal,

andmorale has
been “sapped
by a damaging
series of pay and
discrimination cases”.

And now it faces a “hostile government that
is sensing that, perhaps for the first time,
there are no votes to be lost in eroding the
funding and the power of the BBC”.

Is there still a case for a licence fee?
When a licence feewas first introduced in
1923, the rationalewas clear. Therewas
noway to regulate or restrict who could
receive the signal being broadcast, so
funding the nascent national broadcaster
by a tax on everyone buying a radio set
made sense. But that’s no longer the case
and (arguably) hasn’t been since the 1980s.
These days, in the age of streaming and
Netflix, the defence of the licence fee rests
onmore subtle arguments. First, that

it’s the onlymodel that guarantees the
BBC’s universality (offering something
for everyone) and political independence.
And second, the licence feemodelmeans
that – rather than crowding out commercial
rivals – the state-funded BBC acts as risk
capital for the UK creative sector, allowing
it to support emerging talent and invest for
the long-term. TonyHall wrote earlier this
month in the Financial Times that every
pound spent by the BBC generates £2 for the
UK economy.Hall argues the licence fee is
crucial to the BBC’s role as a creative risk-
taker and leader, and underpins its role in
projecting theUK’s soft power globally.

What are the alternatives?
Funding the national broadcaster out
of general taxation (as they do inmany
similar European countries) would be
fairer than the current poll tax, butwould
make the corporation farmore politically
exposed and dependent on the government
of the day.More desirable, saymany
critics, would be a fundingmodel based
on voluntary subscriptions. InOctober,
a paper by academic Philip Booth for the
Institute of Economic Affairs proposed an
interesting “thirdway” – not privatisation,
but transforming the BBC into a subscriber-
ownedmutual along the lines of the
National Trust. Technology hasmade any
argument for a compulsory TV licence
null and void, he says, and argues for a
newmodel where households can either
stop receiving certain BBC services or sign
up to becomemember-owners of a new
National Broadcasting Trust. It could have
differential rates for the young and the old,
for thosewatching on single ormultiple
devices, and so on. It would protect the BBC
frompolitical interference and encourage
competition and diversity of provision. And
no onewould go to jail for not subscribing.

“Transformit intoasubscriber-
ownedmutual along the lines

of theNationalTrust”

TonyHall: farewell to a safe pair of hands
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I wish I knew what an emerging market
was, but I’m too embarrassed to ask
“Emergingmarket” is a very
broad term used to describe
countries that are becoming
wealthier andmore
economically advanced, but are
not yet classed as developed
economies. It was originally
coined by Antoine van Agtmael,
then an economist at theWorld
Bank, in 1981 as away of
drawing investors’ attention to
a set of promising fast-growing
stockmarkets such as Brazil,
India and South Korea, andwas
quickly embraced by the
investment industry.

The definition of an
emergingmarket is not solely
related to a country’s level of
economic development. Index
compilers also take into account

the size and liquidity of local
financialmarkets, or issues of
accessibility, transparency and
stability for foreign investors.
Some of these criteriamay be
subjective, and firmsmay come
to different conclusions.

For example,MSCI includes
26 emergingmarkets in itsmain
emerging-market index.Most
aremiddle and low-income
countries, such as China, India
and Brazil. But the list also
includeswealthier countries,
such as South Korea (which
rival index provider FTSE
classifies as a developed
market) and Taiwan, which are
aswealthy asmany European
developed countries in terms of
real GDP per head.

Frontiermarkets are
developing economies that
have not yet reached
emerging status.MSCI
includes 28 countries in its
frontier index.While some of
these countries aremuch
poorer than those in the
emergingmarkets index,
others such as Vietnam are
classed as frontiermarkets
only because of restrictions
on foreign investors.

Wealthy Hong Kong and
Singapore are classed as
developed by all providers,
although the performance of
theirmarkets is often closely
linked to the performance of
their emerging neighbours.
Conversely, the oil-rich Gulf
states are all classed as
emerging or frontier due
to lower size or liquidity in
theirmarkets.

The two firms use different models, but both
assume that extreme valuations are likely to
revert back towards historical averages. This
may not happen as quickly as you’d expect:
GMO’s teamwas consistently wrong in its

forecasts for US equities in the
2010s because both valuations
andmargins have remained
very high. It may well be too
pessimistic again. But even

Research Affiliates’ less pessimistic model does
not produce returns in any asset class that are
close to what we’ve seen over the last ten years.

Both expect a big difference between the best
and worst asset classes, with emerging-market
stocks coming top (see also page 4). That’s helpful
for investors – at least there is one asset class
that offers some opportunities. But there are
few investors whowould be comfortable having
most of their assets in emerging markets. So the
wider conclusion for anybody whowants to keep
a prudently diversified portfolio is that wemust
expect a much leaner decade – and prepare to
save more (or spend less) to make our long-term
financial plans work in that environment.

It didn’t matter toomuchwhat you invested
in over the past decade.Most assets delivered
strong returns. TheMSCIWorld index of global
equities had a gross total return around 12%
per year in sterling terms (gross total return
means including reinvested dividends but not
allowing for the cost of taxes that some countries
deduct from dividends). The S&PUKGilt Bond
index of British government bonds managed
around 5.5% per year, with bonds with longer
maturities doing better because they started
on higher yields. UK commercial property has
returned around 9%per year, according to the
MSCI UKMonthly Property index.

Obviously things have got steadily tougher
for cash as interest rates dwindle, and emerging
market stocks failed to beat less risky developed
ones (6% per year for theMSCI
EmergingMarkets index in
sterling terms). But if your
portfolio was well diversified
between assets and countries,
you’d normally have done fairly well – your
individual choices didn’t matter that much.

The bull must run out of breath
That very satisfactory situation is unlikely to
be repeated in the 2020s.We’ve had a bull
market running for more than a decade almost
everywhere.Most assets are significantly
more expensive than they were in 2010.While
markets often rise far beyondwhat looks
rational, it’s difficult to see how such a broad-
based bull market can last until 2030.

The chart above shows long-term estimates
for various asset classes from the US investment
managers GMOand Research Affiliates.

Forecasts for the next decade could
be too bearish, but the 2020s are
unlikely to be as simple as the 2010s

MartinGilbert,
vice chairman,
Standard Life
Aberdeen

Thebiggest
problem for
manyattendees at
theWorldEconomic
Forum inDavos iswhere to
put theirmoney,Martin
Gilbert, theoutgoingvice
chairmanof fundmanager
Standard LifeAberdeen, tells
CNBC.Slowgrowthand low
interest ratesmean that
wealthy individuals are
struggling to find attractive
investments, just like the rest
of us – but theyhaveoptions
that smaller investors lack.

Highnet-worth individuals
and large funds are
continuing to shift out of
publicly listed investments
and intoprivate holdings in

sectors suchas real estate
andvarious formsof
infrastructure, fromstudent
housing to airports.
Nonetheless,Gilbert says that
valuations inmost assets still
look “reasonable” tohimand
onlygovernment bonds seem
tooexpensive.

Gilbertwill leaveStandard
LifeAberdeen – created
through themerger of
AberdeenAsset
Management,whichhe
co-founded in 1983, and
Standard Life – later this year.
Hehas already takenonanew
role as non-executive
chairmanofRevolut, the
fintech start-up that recently
completed anew fundraising
roundvaluing it at $5bn
(£3.8bn). Firms suchas
Revolut –which specialises in
areas suchas currency
exchangebut is expected to
offer awider rangeof
services in future – are set for
stronggrowth,Gilbert tells
ScottishBusiness Insider.
There shouldbebigprofit
margins in banking for them
to seize, since they are
starting fromscratchwithout
theoverheadsof existing
banks – although increasing
scrutiny from regulatorswill
soonbringadded costs.

“At least there is one
asset class that offers
some opportunities”

Get set for ten lean years Guru watch
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Cris Sholto Heaton
Investment columnist
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Who’s getting what
lRadio presenterSarah
Montague confirmed she
won£400,000 in
compensation last year, not
the £1mwidely reported,
from theBBC, reports BBC
News. In 2018,Montague
said shewas “incandescent
with rage”when she found
out that her £133,000 annual
salary for presentingThe
WorldAtOnewas less than
that of her co-workers.

lAdvisory group ISShas
urged shareholders in
housebuilder Countryside
Properties to reject a
£100,000 pay rise in two
years for finance chiefMike
Scott, says TheDaily
Telegraph. Scott’s salary

rose by 17% inOctober to
£350,000,while another 14%
rise is proposed from this
October. He received
£915,000, including
bonuses, last year.
Shareholderswill also vote
on reducing pension
contributions for the chief
finance officer and chief
executive officer roles to
10% from17%and 25%
respectively. Other staff
receive 6%. Countryside
Properties completed 5,733
homes last year andbanked
£234.4m in profits.

lA tribunal has ruled in
favour ofNiels Kirk,
formerly of Citibank and
chair of its Europe,Middle

East andAfrica energy and
natural resources division.
Kirk successfully argued
that he hadbeenmade
redundant via a
restructuring of the
business because of his age
(hewas 55),with noprior
warning, in favour of a
colleaguewhowas younger,
reportsMetro. Kirk had
worked at theAmerican
bank for 26 years. In 2014, he
earned £937,313; his pay
dropped to £534,613 by 2016
owing to lower performance
marks. Kirk said this had
beenundeserved, but the
tribunal ruled the pay
downgradewas not down to
discrimination. Citibank says
it plans to appeal.

Nice work if you can get it
The 57minutes it tookSweden’s
Joanna Larsson to become the
first tennis player to lose at
this year’s AustralianOpen
was enough time for her to
makemoremoney thanmost
Australians earn in a year,
saysAndrewHeathcote on
Bloomberg. TheAustralian
Open “rewards its losers like no
other” contest. Despite failing to
progress beyond the first round, Larsson
(pictured) and 127 other playerswill get
A$90,000 (£47,300). Collectively, theywill
receiveA$11mof theA$71monoffer at
the tournament. The averageAustralian
earnsA$1,633.80 aweek as of lastMay,
according to theAustralianBureauof
Statistics. Other tennis tournaments
were similarly generous to their first-
round losers last year. The FrenchOpen
awarded €46,000,Wimbledon £45,000
and theUSOpen $58,000.

restrictions on their ability to operate
abroad and investment into the country has
been limited. It is hard to see thatRussia
has gained anything from this, norwas it
defending itself fromany potential threats.
The economyhas paid a heavy price.

Second, cronyismprevents entrepreneurs
seizing opportunities and building new
companies. Putin operates by dividing up the
country’s oil andmineralwealth among a
few favoured companies and oligarchs, all of
whomowe their loyalty to the regime rather
than to their customers and shareholders.
Other businesses operate onlywith the
toleration of local officials. There have been
attempts to stimulate entrepreneurship
and create science parks, but they have
amounted to nothing. A country thatwas
a leader in technology – the Soviet Union
was the first to put aman into space – has
failed to produce a single internet or biotech
business of any note.Nor are there any
Russian brands any of us have ever heard of.
Putin’s suffocating systemof kickbacks and
cronies has stifled the economy.

Finally, the president’s nationalist
conservatismprevents reforms beingmade.
The oil and gas industry could be broken
up tomake itmore competitive.Markets
could bemademore competitive. The banks
could be opened up tomore competition and
encouraged to lendmore to small businesses.
Government contracts could be put out
towider tender to create new firms, and
restricted professions forced to allownew
players to come into themarket. All of that
should kick-start growth and expansion, as
it has in other countries. But Putin is only
interested in stability,military strength and
shoring up his ownpower.

Russia remains an economywith huge
potential. But itwon’t really flourish until
Putin has finally left the stage.Don’t hold
your breath.

Russianmanufacturing, design, technology
ormedia companies of any significance they
are keeping themselveswell hidden.Russia
could have been the nextChina. Instead, it is
turning into the newArgentina.

Three big errors
There are threeways Putin has crippled
theRussian economy. First, geopolitical
meddling. TheRussian leader’s aggression
towards theWest and his territorial
ambitions have created tensionswith the
countries that should beRussia’s biggest
trade partners. Sanctionswere first imposed
in 2014 during the crisis inUkraine and
have only been partially lifted since.
Russian companies and banks have faced

Considering itsmassive potential, investors
should be getting behind themost forgotten
of the Brics (Brazil, Russia, India, China and
SouthAfrica) –Russia. To some degree they
have been.Over 2019,Russia’swas the best-
performingmajor stockmarket in theworld,
rising by 39%, just slightly ahead ofGreece.
The recovery in oil prices, a gradual thawing
of tensionswith theWest, and some cuts in
interest rates, all combined to push equity
prices higher.

The wrong kind of reforms
In normal circumstances, youmight expect
political reform to accelerate that – and for
investors to pile back in. In the lastweek,
PresidentVladimir Putin unveiled sweeping
changes to the constitution (see page 9). If
they had been aboutmaking the system
more democratic, strengthening the rule of
law and encouraging amore diverse range of
parties to flourish, it would have beenwidely
welcomed. Instead, it seemedmore like part
of a plan to keep Putin in power after his
latest termas president expires. And that is
the real issue. The autocratic president,with
his icy grip on power, is the biggest barrier to
growth inRussia.

It is now20 years since Putin emerged
as the dominant force inRussian politics.
Over that time, former communist states
such as Poland, theCzechRepublic and
Hungary have grown rapidly. Still nominally
communist countries such asChina and
Vietnamhave boomed. By contrast, Russia
has stagnated. Its growth has been pitiful,
its population has started to shrink, and
it remains dominated by oil andmining,
with its leading companies controlled by
a handful of oligarchs. If there are any

Cronyism is strangling Russia
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Its vast population and wealth of resources should be boosting growth. There’s one man holding it back

Putin: the biggest barrier to growth

Matthew Lynn
City columnist
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“Good genes and
a lot of

money.”
Actress and

social
activist

Jane Fonda
(pictured) ,
82, explains
the secret of
her beauty,
quoted on Facebook

“If I explain it to you,
youwould just think
we’re all mad, in terms
of, whywould anyone

spend that kind ofmoney
to go racing?”

British female racing
driver Jamie Chadwick

on the staggering
amount ofmoney

involved inmotor sports,
quoted in TheObserver

“It’s about never going
back to the s***hole

that is poverty. To living
off £60 amonth.

Where existence is
just survival. Now I’m
a freeman, I neverwant

to go back.”
Rapper Big Narstie

onwhat keeps him hungry
for success, quoted in

TheGuardian

“I had the chance to buy a
one-bedroom flat in

Chiswick for £280,000,
but declined, partly
because back then I
could buy a farm in

Cumbria for that kind of
money – it seemed

extortionate. Two years
later, the flat sold for

£560,000. I’ll kickmyself
forever over that.”
TV presenter Helen
Skelton laments the

worst financial decision
she evermade, quoted in
The Sunday Telegraph

“[Film directorMartin]
Scorsesewas right

[when he said that the
success of a franchise
such as those based
on theMarvel comics

meant that new stories are
not being told]. But the
problem isn’tMarvel and
the problem isn’t Netflix.

The problem is the
concentration of

ownership. Big financiers
have taken over

everything. The only films
that getmade are the big

movies, because the
financiers demand 10%

of their capital.
It’s stupefying.”
Swedish actor

Stellan Skarsgård, quoted
in TheObserver

Money talks
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18 Best of thefinancial columnists
HongKong’s
malaise is
deep-rooted
William Pesek
Nikkei Asian Review

Britain’s
bid towoo
Africa
Editorial
Financial Times

Flybe bail-
outmakes
no sense
Rachel Cunliffe
City AM

Theworld is
running
out of sand
Editorial
The Economist

The city-ownedOcean Park theme park inHongKongmay soon receive
a $1.4bn public bailout, saysWilliam Pesek. The park is heavily indebted;
tourist numbers have crashed. But it also needs “fresh leadership”.
Its situation is “revealing” at a broader level. HongKong regularly tops
the list of freest economies, but “onlywhen you look at it with the help of
a funhousemirror”. Yes, it enjoys “low taxes, unfettered capital flows,
duty-free ports, ease of doing business and strong rule of law”. But it is
also an “oligarch-led economy dominated by a propertymarket rigged for
maximumvalue. The currency is pegged, decisionmaking is opaque…
and its leader is chosen by – and increasingly beholden to – Beijing”. As it
did during the 1997-1998Asian crisis, HongKong is once again turning
to bailouts, treating symptoms rather than causes. The protests that have
rockedHongKong sinceMarch last year are “asmuch about inequality as
democracy”. If narrowing the rich-poor divide requires higher taxes, then
so be it. Hedge-fundmanager Kyle Bass has been shortingHongKong’s
currency and is nowwarning of a “full-fledged banking crisis”.Hyperbole?
Maybe. But the trials faced byOcean Park are “not some anomaly”.

We should be pleased that somanyAfrican heads of state are attending
the inaugural UK-Africa investment summit, but 15 is a “far cry” from the
nearly 50who “flocked to the 2018China-Africa summitwhere President
Xi Jinping dispensed $60bn in investment pledges”, says the Financial
Times. TheUK cannot, of course, “matchChina’s firepower”, but the
disparity is revealing.While the French president EmmanuelMacron has
visited 16African countries since 2017, TheresaMay’s three-nation tour
in 2018was the first visit by a British primeminister in five years. It’s not
surprising there is “genuine interest” in howBritain “intends to sharpen its
commercial offering”. Six of the 15 fastest-growing economies in theworld
are in Africa; by 2040,more than 25%of the global populationwill be
African. The revampedCDC, theUK’s development finance institution, is
right to invest for a return inAfrican businesses that are creating jobs.
More can be done to extend finance to British businesses investing in
Africa.Nevertheless, “a sense of realism is in order”. Between them,
Africa’s 54 countries have a combined output similar to France’s. Africa is
“not going to secure the UK’s economic future just yet”.

The Flybe rescue deal flies in the face of the Tory party’s historic dislike
of government meddling, says Rachel Cunliffe. There has been a general
backlash against the decision; British Airways has filed a complaint
with the European Commission andMichael O’Leary has called for a
similar “tax break” for all airlines. So whywere the rules bent? “Regional
connectivity.” Now that the Tories are the party of “anywhere outside
theM25”, letting Flybe, the short-haul airline, fail, wasn’t an option.
However, prioritising the connectivity of a relatively small group of people
over “curbing public spending, cutting taxes, promoting competition or
moving towards a greener economy” (short-haul flights are one of the
most polluting forms of travel) is a “risky and short-termist way to run a
country”. Letting Flybe go bust would have been “disastrous” for those
that rely on it, but “smarter andmore viable transport options would
have emerged”. If they didn’t, the government could have designed a
more sustainable investment package. Facing the headwinds we do, our
government should be “taking decisions to maximise productivity and
long-term economic sustainability, not handing out cash in a panic”.

The escalating demand for sand is deeply worrying, says The Economist.
The world uses nearly 50 billion tonnes of sand and gravel a year, double
the quantity of a decade ago. Demand is highest in Asia. China used
more cement between 2011 and 2013 than America did in the whole
of the 20th century. Demand from the global construction industry
is expected to double over the next 40 years. Nowonder the price of
sand is “rocketing”. Contrary to popular perception, sand – at least the
desirable coarse sand shaped by water – is not limitless. Extraction from
coastlines and rivers is surging, at a heavy environmental cost. Removing
sand “deprives fish of places to live, feed and spawn”. An estimated
90%of the sediment that once flowed through theMekong, Yangtze
and Ganges rivers is trapped behind dams or taken byminers, robbing
deltas of fertility and the “replenishment that counters coastal erosion”.
As sea levels rise, saltwater is surging up rivers and causing crops to fail.
Curbing sand-mining is hard because around three-fifths is thought to
be traded illegally. Scientists are working on alternatives to cement, but
governments also need to act. “Time to pull heads from the sand.”
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Wemust build
better homes
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conservativehome.com
Sir Roger Scruton, who died last
week, was not just a philosopher
of conservatism, but also of
beauty. It is to be hoped that
his argument – that the pursuit
of beauty is a central part of
human life and thatwe have
forgotten the importance of
continuing to create it –will
find practical expression in the
government’s Building Better
Building Beautiful Commission,
which Scruton chaired. The
Commission’s interim report,
published last year, argues
that the aim of government
policy should be to have the
production of beauty as a
“controlling aim”, saysNicholas
Boys Smith, the co-chair of the
body. All new buildings, places
and settlements “can, indeed
should, be beautiful”.

A new framework
The debate over our housing
crisis has been too narrow. The

ftalphaville.ft.com
Theworld’s largest fund
manager, BlackRock, is
offloading $500m in shares
from firms that generate 25%or
more of revenue from thermal
coal. That hasn’t placated
green activists, says Izabella
Kaminska. ExtinctionRebellion
huffed that it wasn’t enough and
warned of “societal collapse and
mass death” ifmore is not done
to stop climate change.

Havewepassed“peakgrowth”?
unherd.com
After its crushing election defeat
lastmonth, the Labour Party
“faces themost titanic of
struggles to reestablish itself as
a serious political force”, says
Paul Embery. If Labour is serious
aboutwinning power in the
future, itmust reconnectwith
themillions ofworking-class
voterswhohave abandoned it.

JeremyCorbynwas right to
demand the endof austerity
and articulate an economic
alternative to neoliberalism.
But “it isn’t just the economy,
stupid”. Voterswant cultural
security too. Thatmeans Labour
must talkmuchmore about the
dignity ofwork, the family as the
bedrock of a civilised society, the
value of community and lawand
order. Itmust end the “crackpot”
talk of openborders and
understand that rapid and large-
scalemovements of people can
cause disruption in hard-
pressed communities. It should
promote the nation state as the
best formof democratic
government and as a bulwark
against globalisation. And it
must learn to see patriotism for
what it is: “a genuine love of
country”. These are not “Tory
issues”. They are important to
voters across the spectrum.

problem is not just one
of knocking upmore cheap,
ugly sheds for folk to live in.
We should consider thewider
role ofwhatwe build andwhere
and how it affects wellbeing
and prosperity. “Too few of
England’s town centres are
placeswhere anyonewould
choose to be.”How then canwe
expect them to prosper?

“Successful towns are first
and last a place where people
wish to come tomeet, to
converse, to buy and sell and to
be amused in the process.” Too
many instead are humming not
with people, but cars; filled not
with beautiful buildings and
amusements, but ugly office
blocks and car parks. This
has a predictable effect on our
physical andmental health –
on howmuchwewalk, how
many neighbours we know,
how tense our commute is.
The “sort of places we’ve been
making for the past 70 years

are as a result less popular and
less valuable places thanmost
of our historic towns”.

We need a new framework.
“Greatweight” should be put
on beauty and “placemaking”
in the planning system.We need
to permit a greater range of
small firms, self-built properties,
community land trusts and
othermarket entrants to act as
developers. In striving tomeet
housing targets, the aim should
be to build real settlements
andwalkablemixed-use places
for all our daily needs.New

developments should seek not
just tominimise harm, but also
tomake existing places better,
encouraging the redevelopment
of supermarkets and retail parks
intomixed developments of
homes, shops and businesses
connected by public transport.
This is, ultimately, the only
politically viableway to build
the houses that the younger
generation so desperately needs.
“It’s a question of social justice
too. Rich people experience
more beauty than poorer
people. And benefit from it.”

The trouble is, “societal
collapse andmass death”
seems equally likely if we stop
burning fossil fuels too soon.
It is just not possible to switch
to renewables (a switch that
would in itself cost a great deal
in carbon emissions) without

threatening growth. If growth is
threatened, countries get poorer
– and the poorer you are, the
less you can afford to care about
the environment. A significant
part of the consumption growth
that has put fossil-fuel use on a
continuing upward trend is the
power consumed by technology.
Activists have not yet got round
to condemning this asmuch
as they do flying – and that’s
perhaps just aswell given that
the global logistics that feed the
world rely on it. “Meeting the
climate challenge is essential.
But killing the patient to cure
the disease is hardly optimal.”

The greenery
that kills

How Labour
could win again

project-syndicate.org
The final figures are not yet in, but it looks as though the decade just endedwill turn in aGDP growth
figure of around 3.5%per year, says JimO’Neill. That’s not bad – it’s higher than the 3.3%of the
1980s and 1990s – but it should have been better considering the growth in the size of the global
workforce and of productivity. The omens for the coming decade do not look so positive. Growth in
theChineseworkforce is peaking and the populations of Japan,Germany, Italy and other key countries
are ageing and in decline. The EU’s growth potential is likely to remain unfulfilledwithout a boost
to productivity. Brazil andRussia look likely to continue to rely too heavily on commodity prices for
growth. And it’s difficult to see how theUS can turn in above-average growth, especially as a recession
is overdue. The outlook for India ismore hopeful –with the rightmix of reforms, it could easily achieve
annual growth of 8%-10%. Sadly, the government seemsmore preoccupiedwith culturewars. That
leaves Africa. As a region, Africa’s GDP is close to that of India. “If enough of itsmajor economies can
achieve strong growth, the effects will be felt more broadly. The rise of Africa seems both desirable and
inevitable.Whether the continent can drive global GDP growthwill be a key question in the 2020s.”
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Sir Roger Scruton: philosopher of beauty

Don’tmake extinctionmore likely
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After five years in which the
investment return of the

technology-focused Scottish
Mortgage Investment Trust
(LSE: SMT)was nearly double
that of the FTSE All-World
index, relative performance
slowed in 2019. In the first nine
months an investment return of
“only” 16.7% lagged both the
FTSE All-World index and the
average for the global IT sector.

Many believed that high-
growth companies had become
overvalued and criticism
mounted of the low tax paid by
the US technology titans, their
dominant market positions and
their lack of regulation. SMT
was increasing its exposure
to private equity, yet doubts
have grown about some of the
valuations of these companies.

Optimism has dwindled
James Anderson and Tom
Slater, SMT’s managers at
Baillie Gifford, accept the
change of mood. “There was
utopian optimism ten years
ago,” says Slater, “but now it is
apparent that technology and
related services can be used
for good and bad.” Still, “the
rise of the online monopolists
and the emergence of China as
a technology superpower are
the investment features of the
last ten years” and the pace
of change will continue. “The
power of these monopolies
continues to increase and it

nBlackRock, theworld’s largest
fundmanager, has announced
that it will “put sustainability at
the heart of its investment
decisions”, says Joanna
Partridge in TheGuardian.
The policy shift will include
selling thermal coal producers.
BlackRockmanages £5.3trn of
assets and has holdings inmajor oil
producers such as BP, Shell and ExxonMobil.
The firm has repeatedly been accused of
hypocrisy by environmental campaigners for
“routinely voting against”motions thatwould
direct boards to take action on climate change.
BlackRock’s boss Larry Fink (pictured) told
executives that climate change is altering
how investors view the future of companies.
One activist said BlackRock’s initiative had
“instantly raised the bar” for competitors such
as Vanguard and State Street Global Advisors.

Short positions... BlackRock goes green

focused on short-term profits...
Economic and scientific
insights are [crucial] so we
also build relationships
with [academics]”.

Finding new ideas
Investing in unquoted
companies “helps us
understand emerging
technologies before they
come tomarket”. These 44
holdings account for 21%of
the portfolio and are mostly
small. Several holdings bought
as unlisted are now quoted,
notably Spotify and Lyft.
You&Mr Jones is “the world’s
first brandtech company”: an
agency “that uses technology to
create marketing better, faster
and cheaper”.

There are also several
unlisted strategic investments.
Zipline designs, builds and
operates drones for delivering
medical products. ByteDance,
formed by ex-Baidu employees,
is a Chinese technology
company with 800million
daily users of a content
platform including the video-
sharing service TikTok.

A strong end to 2019, helped
by a doubling of Tesla’s share
price, meant that SMT’s total
return in 2019was 25%, ahead
of both the world index and
its sector. And this year has
started well. “The underlying
trend of disruption to
established businesses is likely
to continue,” says Slater.
With ongoing charges of just
0.37% per annum, SMT is the
way to invest in the upside.

nA “darling” of the hedge-fund industry
came spectacularly unstuck last year,
say Nishant Kumar and Javier Blas on
Bloomberg. London-basedNorthlander
Commodity Advisors, which
concentrates on the energy sector,
plunged by 50.6%. Assets under
management at the fund run byUlf Ek
shrank to $310m from $500m at the end
of 2018. The declinemarked the first
annual loss since the fund’s inception in
2012. Northlander generated double-
digit returns every year from 2013 to
2018, including an impressive 53.6%
return in 2018. The fund profited
handsomely from amajor bet on the
price of European carbon-emissions
allowances rising. It has now
“significantly reduced” its exposure
to the emissionsmarket; the price of
the allowances flatlined last year.

Stickwith ScottishMortgage

One of the smaller funds previously
run by disgraced stockpicker
NeilWoodford is set to reopen in
February, says BenMartin in The
Times. Administrator Link Fund
Solutions told investors trapped in the
£257m Income Focus Fundwhose
portfolio Aberdeen Standard
Investments has been overhauling
that it expects to lift the freeze on
trading no later than nextmonth.
The fund has been suspended since
mid-Octoberwhen it got caught in the
panic asWoodford’s biggest vehicle,
the £3bn Equity Income fund,
collapsed in June. That fund, now
known as the LF Equity Income fund,
suffered another writedown of the
value of its unquoted companies late
last week in the final valuation before
its wind-up began.
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is extremely difficult to
compete with them as they
own the consumer relationship
and are commoditising the
supply chain.”

“I’m not sure if it would
be bad for Amazon to be split
into two,” says Anderson,
“while regulation freezes the
competitive environment,
increasing the dominance of
big companies. The danger
is that they lose their
dynamism thereby.”

Not Amazon, however,
where growth in the retail
division decelerated to 10%
in 2018, but reaccelerated
to 20% in 2019 as better use
of its database enabled it to
offer free next-day delivery to
prime customers.

Amazon remains SMT’s
largest holding at 8.8% of the
£9bn portfolio. It has been
held, like more than a quarter
of the portfolio, for over a
decade. The top-ten holdings
account for half the portfolio,
but 24 of 85 stocks have been
owned for less than two years.

Annual turnover is just 6%,
but the team is not complacent.
Baidu, the Chinese online
search company, was sold
because “it hasn’t managed
to expand away from its core
business”. Food-delivery
groupGrubhub has gone too.
Anderson says that Baillie
Gifford’s key competitive
advantage is that “we build
long-term relationships
with companies and are not

The technology-focused fund should continue to benefit from long-term trends in the sector

Amazon’s retail division flourished in 2019

Max King
Investment columnist
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Many homeowners will see their bills jump in April
as competitive deals expire. Find a new one now

Beat the spring
remortgage rush

advance, as mortgage offers
usually last for several months.

Avoiding a shock when
you get your bill isn’t the only
reason tomake the effort to
remortgage when your current
deal matures. If you have been
making capital repayments
eachmonth – not just paying
off interest – then youwill have
built upmore equity in your
house, whichmeans youmay
be able to access an even better
deal than your current one.

Lenders reserve their
best interest rates for those
borrowing the smallest amount
as a percentage of the value of
their house. If your house is
worth £500,000 and youwant
to borrow £300,000 that’s a
loan-to-value (LTV)
of 60%. You’ll be offered
a lower interest rate than
someone seeking to borrow
£350,000, an LTV of 70%.
The longer you own a property
– andmeet your mortgage
repayments – the lower your
LTVwill become.

Keep fees in mind
When you are shopping around
for a newmortgage, don’t just
focus on the interest rate. You
also need to consider the fees
associated with the mortgage.

“Some lenders make up
for the low interest rates by
charging high fees, which can
be as much as £2,500,” Sarah
Guershon of money.co.uk told
the Daily Express.

While interest rates have
dropped in recent years, fees
have been rising steadily.
As these are often added to
your mortgage debt, they can
easily wipe out the benefit of a
marginally lower interest rate.
The best remortgage rates on

offer at the moment are 1.19%
for two years with a £995 fee
fromNatWest, according to
comparison siteMoneyfacts.
Santander has the lowest rate
on offer for five-year fixes at
1.39%with a £1,499 fee.

When you opt for a longer
fix, not only are you locking
in a low rate, but you are also
avoiding remortgaging fees
for longer.

Just think hard about
whether youmaywant to move
during the mortgage period.
Somemortgages canmove
with you, but others can’t be
transferred. If you want to leave
the mortgage early youwill face
hefty exit fees.

Many homeowners will see
their mortgages mature

before the end of spring. April
will be the second-biggest
month of 2020 for mortgage
deals ending, with £21bn due
tomature. “The large loan
value reflects the fact that
the mortgage market was
particularly competitive when
the deals were taken out,”
says AdamWilliams in
The Daily Telegraph.

When your deal matures
you’ll be moved onto your
lender’s standard variable rate
(SVR), which is typically far
more expensive. If you secured
a particularly competitive deal,
this could mean a big jump
in your monthly repayments
when your deal ends. You can
avoid this by shopping around
and locking in a low rate in

5 Reasons to Buy Physical Gold...
Gold is a safe haven asset - Gold is frequently used as a safe haven
asset in times of economic turmoil or geopolitical uncertainty. For this reason,
many advisors recommend allocating around 5% - 15% of their portfolios to gold.

Gold has a history of holding its value - Unlike paper currency, gold
has maintained its value through the ages. It is an ideal way of preserving wealth from
one generation to another. Plus, investment gold is not subject to VAT in the UK.

Gold is a hedge - Gold has historically had a negative correlation to
movements in the financial markets and is frequently used as a hedge against
inflation or to offset falling stock markets.

Scarcity - Deposits of gold are relatively scarce and new supplies of physical gold
are limited. This natural scarcity and high production cost is the ultimate reason why
gold holds value.

No counterparty risk - When you invest in physical gold you own it outright.
You are not reliant on banks or financial institutions. In contrast, you are reliant on
firms for gold futures, gold certificates, or ETFs - exposing you to counterparty risk.

1
2
3
4
5
5 Reasons to buy from the UK’s No.1*
1 Low premium investment gold and silver.
2 Free, insured next day delivery available.
3 Live product prices updated every two minutes.
4 Over 450,000 orders delivered worldwide.
5 Knowledgeable and friendly customer services.

*Source: Experian Hitwise based on market share of UK internet visits December 2018 - December 2019

0800 084 8888
www.BullionByPost.co.uk

The UK’s No.1 Online Bullion Dealer*
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Ruth Jackson-Kirby
Money columnist

Your mortgage may not be able to move with you
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Approximately 11,000
pensionerswill see their
state pension decline by up
to £70 aweek following
benefit changes introduced a
decade ago.

Those affected currently
receive the “adult
dependants’ addition”,
whichwas once payable to
hundreds of thousands of
pensionerswith spouses
under the state pension age,
but financially dependent on
the state pension recipient.

The benefit, known as
Adult Dependency Increase
(ADI), was abolished for
anyone claiming their
pension fromApril 2010
onwards. However,
pensioners receiving the
cash prior to that datewere
promised it would be
payable for ten further years.

The nature of the benefit,
only payable to couples
where one partner is below
state-pension age,means
relatively few people still
receive it.

However, a Freedomof
Information request that
wasmade by insurer Royal
London has revealed that
11,000 pensionerswill be
affected by the complete
abolition of ADI in April.
The upshot is that some
of these pensionerswill
losemore than £3,500 of
annual income.

The Department forWork
and Pensions has confirmed
the changewill go ahead
as planned, although it
says that some couples
may be able to recoup their
losses by claimingmeans-
tested benefits.

Pensioners set to
lose £3,500 a year

Will the newConservative
government’s first

Budget on 11March abolish
inheritance tax (IHT)?
Chancellor Sajid Javid said in
September that he was mulling
significant reforms, but there
were no firm proposals in
the Conservatives’ election
manifesto and he has gone
quiet on the matter.

The good news, however,
is that the pension system now
offers a golden opportunity
to cut, or even wipe out, a
potential liability. Since the
pension freedom reforms
of 2015, pensions have
become a key inheritance-
tax planning tool.

The main rules
This is primarily because, while
pension assets bequeathed to
your heirs have always been
exempt from IHT inmost
circumstances, the reforms
make itmuch easier to pass on
such assets.

You’re now entitled to pass
on any unspentmoney in your
pension fund – that is any cash
you’ve not spent on an annuity
or drawn down as income – to
the beneficiaries of your choice.

If you die before your 75th
birthday, your beneficiaries
will receive your pension fund
with no tax implications at all.
There’s no IHTdue and they

canwithdraw themoney in one
go or as regular income,with no
income tax or capital-gains tax
to pay. If you die after age 75,
the rules are slightly different.
Your beneficiaries will pay
income tax at theirmarginal
rate onmoney they take out of
the fund, but therewill still be
no IHT to pay.

The reformsmake pensions
really useful for families’
financial planning. You can pass
pensionswealth down to your
children – and they can pass it
on to their own children if they
choose not to use it.

For these reasons, it makes
sense for anyoneworried about
inheritance tax to consider
making full use of pension
saving. Themore you shift
into a pension plan – subject to
rules on annual contributions

and lifetime savings – themore
you’ll be able to pass onwith no
inheritance-tax consequences.

Do, however, check the terms
of your pension. Some older
plans include clauses requiring
savers to buy an annuity or
comewith other conditions that
reduce their effectiveness from
an IHTperspective. Final-salary
pension schemes also have less
freedom in this regard.

Finally, it could beworth
exploiting pensions towork
around IHT in another
way. You are entitled to set
up pension plans for your
children, paying in up to
£3,600 of contributions a year
including tax relief even for
non-taxpayers. This can be a
useful way to provide themwith
money and reduce the size of
your estate for IHTpurposes.

A taxpayer who has filled in a self-
assessment form is obliged to pay the
tax bill that results, however small, says
the Tax Tips and Advice newsletter.
However, HMRCwill occasionally issue
tax calculations known as P800s.
Instead of asking someone to fill in a
self-assessment form, HMRC decides
based on the information it haswhether
someone in a relatively straightforward
tax situation has overpaid or underpaid.
“It then politely asks” you to pay any
money you owe. P800s are “often
inaccurate” so check them and send
HMRC the right figures if need be. It is
obliged to adjust the P800. The debt is
not enforceable, however. If you refuse
to pay youwill be sent a self-assessment
formor the taxwill be collected through
an adjustment of your tax code. If you
owe less than £50 through a P800, you
should not be assessed.

Tax tip of the week
If you’re completing your
2018-2019 self-assessment
tax return over the next few
days, don’t forget to declare
your pension contributions.
Taxpayers routinely omit
vital pensions data from
their tax returns, forfeiting
valuable tax relief or
underpaying tax.

Higher-rate taxpayers are
most at risk ofmissing out.
If youmake regular
contributions to a private
pension, such as a
stakeholder or personal
plan, your provider will
automatically claim basic-
rate income-tax relief on
your behalf, reducing the
cost of contributing by 20%.
But higher-rate and
additional-rate taxpayers

are entitled to a further 20%
and 25% respectively; this
relief can only be claimed by
declaring your contributions
on your annual tax return,
so if you don’t provide this
information – or you don’t
make a return – youwon’t
get it. Around 250,000
taxpayersmake this

mistake. The other side of
the coin is that anyone
exceeding their annual
pension contribution
allowancemust declare this
on their tax return. The
allowance is usually £40,000
or your annual income, if
this is lower, though some
higher earners get a smaller
allowance, whichmay be as
little as £10,000.

If you’ve gone over your
allowance – and it’s your
responsibility to check – you
must tell HMRC. You’ll then
pay a tax charge. Failing to
declare this information
means you’ll be paying too
little tax, so interest and
penalty charges could
become payablewhen the
error comes to light.

The 2015 reforms make it easier for you to ensure your heirs avoid IHT

Pass on your pension
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What to declare on your tax return
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Chancellor Sajid Javid has gone quiet on IHT reform

David Prosser
Business columnist
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Video or computer games, once a niche pursuit for
geeks, have become firmly entrenched in everyday life.
According to the market research firm Savanta, 86%
of people in the UK have played at least one in the past
year. These games are so prominent now that they
have begun to set the cultural agenda.

“In the recent past, it was usual for computer games
to be based on films. However, now you’re starting to
see it’s going in the other direction with films and
TV shows based around computer games and
Hollywood stars attending games-industry events,”
says Rob Leane, games editor at Den of Geek.

Little wonder, then, that the global games market
“is now larger than television, television streaming,
the movie industry and digital music”, says Katen
Patel, co-manager of JPMorgan’s UK Smaller
Companies Fund, Smaller Companies Investment
Trust andMid Cap Investment Trust.

The global market was worth $130bn in 2018
and is growing so fast that it could be on course
to hit $300bn by 2025, according to consultancy
GlobalData. Savanta estimates that 40% of Britons
now spendmore than £100 on games every year.
With an array of listed firms poised to benefit, the
investment case is compelling.

The market’s explosive growth
There are several reasons for the market’s explosive
growth, says Patel. One is “the significant
technological advances” that have enabled a “much-
improved user experience”, delivering smoother,
more detailed graphics andmore complex games.
By contrast, while other sources of entertainment
such as television andmusic may have seen some
incremental improvements (larger televisions and
more convenient ways of downloading songs, for
instance), the core experience has remained the same.

The growing social acceptance of games has also
been crucial.When Patel was growing up, gaming
was still regarded as only suitable for children and
there was a general feeling that toomuch gaming was
harmful for children. He remembers that parents
tended to encourage their children “to put down the
video-games controller and go outside”. However,
having grown upwith games, today’s parents “are
muchmore relaxed about letting their offspring play”.
What’s more, they are likely to be gamers themselves,
“with half of gamers over 35”.

Another factor that will help keep the industry
growing for at least another decade is the large
increase in sales in emerging markets, especially in
Asia. Not only is the expandingmiddle class spending
money on consoles and computers, but those countries
are also removing restrictions on what was previously
seen as a harmfulWestern import.

Even China, which has been traditionally hostile to
computer games, has taken steps to ease restrictions.
While every game still needs to be officially approved
and there are restrictions on late-night online gaming
by children, Beijing finally dropped a long-standing
ban on computer consoles in 2015, opening up a
“huge market” to the industry.

Digital games have become so popular that the market is now bigger than both the television-streaming and
film industries. Yet years of expansion still lie ahead, so buy in now, says Matthew Partridge

The shift towards digital delivery
Not only are more people buying video games, but the
way games are bought has also changed dramatically
over the past few years, saysWalter Price of Allianz
Global Investors. There has been a shift from copies of
games on DVDs to digital downloads.

The struggle of many bricks-and-mortar retailers
such as the American chain GameStop, which saw
its sales fall by 25% year-on-year in the final quarter
of 2019, and the fact that many of the newest games
consoles (the computer hardware used for games) have
no optical DVD/Blu-ray drive, show that the days of
physical distributionmay be numbered.

Themove to digital downloads may be bad news
for those working in games stores, but it will benefit
games companies in twomain ways, says David Leahy
of asset managers GreshamHouse.

By removing the need to burn discs, package
them and then ship them to retailers, the move to
digital will reduce production and distribution costs.
Cutting out stores will also allow games companies to
keep a greater slice of their revenue.While Steam, one
of the major online stores, still charges a fee of 20%,
this is much less than the amount demanded by
high-street retailers.

A new business model
The rise of digital downloads is also leading tomore
fundamental changes. In the past, companies focused
on one-off sales of a game. However, many companies
are now experimenting with the idea of “games as
a service”. This means that players don’t just buy a
game, but also keep acquiring new content (called
DLC, or downloadable content) and elements of a
game as it is developed.

Not only does this give games producers an
additional revenue stream, but also “effectively
smooths the revenue profile of a game”, says
Leahy, improving the quality of earnings and the
predictability of games companies’ revenue.

Theremay be some evenmore dramatic changes
just around the corner. Leahy notes thatMicrosoft,
Amazon, Apple andGoogle are all investing heavily in
services that allow people to play games via an internet
connectionwithout having to use a console, with all
processing tasks being carried by a remote server.

Not only would this make gamingmuch less hassle,
but it could also lead to a bidding war between rival
services for exclusive content (as has happened in
television), which could greatly benefit the companies
that develop and publish the games.

Developments in online gaming
Themove to new forms of distribution has been
accompanied by changes in the nature of online
gaming. It has gone from being a solitary activity
to becoming one where many gamers “now play...
together”, as JohnGriffiths of technology consultancy
SpicyMango points out.

Online gaming is particularly popular with those
who enjoy first-person shooters (games where the user
is put in the shoes of someone trying to shoot other
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How to play the galloping
growth of the gaming sector

“Themarket
extends
beyond

children and
teenagers;

half of today’s
gamers are
over 35”
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people). This genre has benefited from the “explosive
growth” in the speed of internet connections,
which has enabled people to play together without
experiencing any lag in the action.

Online modes have also become “major
moneyspinners” for games publishers. Some games,
such as Fortnite are based on a “freemium”model
where the original game is free to play, but you need to
pay additional money for upgrades and subscriptions.
Others, such as FIFAUltimate Team, force you to
buy the underlying game and then also charge you for
additional upgrades.

Although the upgrades are nominally voluntary
purchases, in that it is possible to complete the game
without them, acquiring them usually allows players
to progress through the gamemuchmore quickly and
gain a large advantage over other competitors.

The popularity of online gaming has also created
a demand for e-sports, where people watch the best
gamers play against each other. Some of the major
tournaments have proved so popular that “they’ve
ended up filling stadiums of 15,000 people”
says Griffiths. However, most people watch e-sports
via online platforms such as Twitch (owned by
Amazon) and YouTube (owned by Google), although
Microsoft has also beenmaking a huge effort
to lure some of the best-known gamers on other
platforms to its own service,Mixer. One of the big
attractions of e-sports for advertisers is that it helps
them reach younger men, “which has been a difficult
demographic for them”, especially since traditional
media has less appeal for youngmen.

Gaming on the go
Smartphones have been another key element of the
shift online. Depending on how youmeasure it,
between a third and a half of revenue now comes
frommobile gaming. The trend has played a
particularly important role in broadening the
demographics of the industry.

In the past the only people who played games were
those “who identified as gamers andmost people
don’t”, says David Amor, director of game studio
MAG Interactive. However, when people started to
buy smartphones they “found themselves with a piece
of hardware in their pockets that could play the latest,
high-quality mobile games, all of which are free”.

The games that Amor’s studio produce are “loved
by all ages”, but they are particularly targeted at 40 to
60-year-old women. This is clearly a “long way” from
the “traditional demographic” of youngmen in their
teens or early 20s. Amor also thinks that it proves that
“everyone enjoys playing games if you put the right
game in front of them”.

Despite the fact that nearly everyone in developed
countries now has smartphones, Amor is confident
that mobile gaming will continue to grow by around
10% a year worldwide. Part of the surge will stem
from those who already play onmobile phones
continuing to download new games.

The rollout of fifth-generation (5G)mobile
networks bodes well in this context. Faster internet
connections and download speeds imply shorter lags

Continued on page 26

“The
popularity
of online
gaming has
created a
demand for
e-sports”

At e-sports events people watch gamers take each other on
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between a user’s input and the result of that action on
screen, which will create a higher-quality experience
for themore complicated games.However, there should
also be a surge in demand from new smartphone users
in emergingmarkets, especially Southeast Asia, India,
theMiddle East and north Africa.

Virtual and augmented reality: new applications
One interesting technology that could spur future
growth within the industry is virtual reality (VR),
which involves using headsets and special controllers
to enable people to immerse themselves directly in the
action rather than having to stare at a screen.

Of course, the basic idea behind VR isn’t new: it’s
been around since the 1990s. Even with the latest
advances, “consumer take-up of VR tech has perhaps
not lived up to the initial hype”, admits AlanMoss,
partner at Harbottle& Lewis, a law firm that deals
withmedia, entertainment and technology companies.

However, this may be about to change as the
“once prohibitive” price of VR headsets has already
fallen significantly and is “likely to drop further”.
At the same time, the size, weight and complexity
of headsets, which have also beenmajor barriers to
adoption, have been improved, making the technology
“more accessible for the mass market”. And several
big names remain committed to the technology.
Chief among them is Facebook, which bought VR
headset maker Oculus in 2014 for $2bn and has since
investedmore money in it.

Of course, not everyone is convinced by VR’s
potential. JPMorgan’s Katen Patel thinks it “remains
to be seen how successful this format of gaming will
become: the display lag in even the latest headsets
induces motion sickness in many users.

Amore promising avenuemay be augmented
reality (AR), where computer graphics are
superimposed onto real-life pictures. Themobile-
phone game PokémonGO demonstrated the potential
of this technology when it generated $950m in global
revenue in 2016.

A strong structural growth story
Patel reckons this is an auspicious time to buy gaming
stocks given the structural growth outlook. He also
thinks the industry is “following the same trend as
TV, with high-quality content continuing to grow...
in value”. The companies with “strong intellectual
property”, such as a well-known series of games based
around a character or concept, “will... stand out and
be able to negotiate better margins with distributors”.

The companies that make video games aren’t
the only ones that will benefit from the boom in the
gaming industry. There are plenty of listed companies
“operating as a support services network for the
industry”. These include the developers who help
smaller companies turn concepts into an actual
game, but also those who provide concept art (the
illustrations that become characters or features of the
game), or local advice when games are released into
international markets. Such services are particularly
important given the increasingly global nature of
the industry and the strong growth in revenue from
consumers in emerging markets.

Continued from page 25

The stocks to buy now
One video-games company
that is worth investing in is the
American firm Take-Two
Interactive Software (Nasdaq:
TTWO). Take-Two benefits
fromowning a series of
“strong franchises”: games
with a devoted fan basewilling
to buy the latest version and
upgrades, saysWalter Price of
Allianz Technology Trust.

The best-known of Take-
Two’s games are basketball
simulationNBA2K, urban
action-adventure series
GrandTheft Auto andWestern-
themedRedDeadRedemption.
Despite nearly tripling sales
between 2013 and 2019 and
boasting a 17% return on
equity, Take-Two is still on
a reasonable 26 times
2020 earnings.

Another games developer
Price likes for its franchises is
Zynga (Nasdaq: ZNGA). Zynga
focuses onmobile games.
Although it ran into trouble
seven years agowhen gamers
began to tire of its original hit

FarmVille, CEO Frank Gibeau
hasmanaged to turn the firm
around by finding newhit
games, notably Empires &
Puzzles. With revenue
doubling over the last three
years and the firm consistently
profitable since 2017, the 2020
price/earnings (p/e) ratio of 25
looks reasonable.

One British developer
worth looking at is Team17
(Aim: TM17), best known for
theWorms franchise. Not only
does it develop its own
games, but it also provides a
publishing platform for other
developers.

Team17 has “a very strong
track record of identifying
potentially successful games,
and then... helping bring
these... tomarket,” says Katen
Patel. It selects only a fraction
of the thousands of proposals
it receives.While Team17’s
shares are priced aggressively
on a 2020 p/e of 37, revenue
has risen nearly sixfold in
the last four years, helped

in part by a very strong
back catalogue.

If you think that Team17 is
just too pricy, then consider
SumoGroup (Aim: SUMO).
Sumo performs a similar
function to Team17 in that it
both creates its own games
from scratch and also helps
selected third parties to bring
their games to themarket.

Notable franchises include
theHitman (action-adventure),
ForzaHorizon (racing) and
LittleBigPlanet (puzzle) series
of games. Even though
Sumo’s revenue has doubled
since 2015, it is on just 25 times
2020 earnings.

David Leahy of Gresham
House thinks that one of the
bigwinners from themove
fromphysical to digital
retailingwill beCodemasters
Group (Aim: CDM). Generally
regarded as the “globalmarket
leader” in racing games, it has
built a “faithful audience”
for its annual Formula One
titles, which it has a licence for

until 2025.Moving to digital
sales and providing additional
downloadable content has
“created additional revenue
streams, increased the quality
of earnings andmaterially
improved profit margins”,
helping earningsmore than
double over the last three
years. Yet it trades at a slight
discount to its peers on a 2021
p/e of 17.9.

An indirect beneficiary of
the games boomwill be
Keywords Studios (Aim:
KWS). Keywords provides
technical support for video-
game studios, offering
everything from art services to
support for players. It employs
more than 6,000 people
around theworld and serves
23 of the top 25 games
companies and nine of the top-
tenmobile-games publishers
by revenue, including
Electronic Arts, Square Enix
andNintendo. Sales have
quintupled since 2015,more
than justifying a 2020 p/e of 29.

“Expect
a surge in
demand
fromnew
smartphone
users in
emerging
markets”

Facebook bought headset makerOculus for $2bn in 2014
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On 29March last year the UK’s financial watchdog,
the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA), banned the
sale, marketing and distribution of binary options to
all retail customers. It’s a step in the right direction.
But unfortunately the binary-options bubble continues
to brew. Unless more decisive action is taken, more
andmore people are going to be cleaned out of their
savings by unscrupulous operators.

A binary option is similar to a normal (“vanilla”)
option, where you pay a premium for the option to buy
or sell an instrument at a fixed price (the exercise price
– see box below for a detailed explanation). Profits
or losses on vanilla options can be small or large,
depending on the difference between the “exercise”
price and the price of the underlying asset.

Unlike normal options, however, binary options
do not fluctuate in value. Either the option is “in the
money” on expiry – in which case it pays out – or it
isn’t, in which case it expires worthless. Because of
this binary nature, many shysters see an opportunity
in selling binary options that are highly unlikely to
end up in the money. They get to collect the hefty
premiums, but never have to pay out.

Don’t be suckered by wild success stories
Themedia is part of the problem. Journalists,
particularly those working at online content mills,
are so desperate for content that might “go viral” and
garner lots of hits that they’re quite willing to run a
story with a click-bait headline without doingmuch
(if any) background research. Take the recent tale
of a 16-year-old “self-taught currency trader”, who
apparently turned £150 into £60,000 in less than a
year. This dubious success story was widely shared
on social media without many questions being asked.
Yet if we take those returns and calculate them on an

Despite the regulator’s best efforts, social media is still infested
with financial con artists hunting for potential victims.
Trader Michael Taylor explains how to spot and avoid them

annual basis, this 16-year-old’s return for the year
would be 39,900%. That would literally make him
the best trader of all time. So how did a 16-year-old
school kid learn how to outsmart the best minds and
machines on the planet, just by watching YouTube
videos? As nobody asked him, sadly we’ll never know.

There was also the very recent example of Gurvin
Singh, a 20-year-old medical student in Plymouth who
claimed to be making six figures a month from foreign
exchange trading. Onemajor newspaper reported this
month that more than 1,000 investors were sucked
in by Singh’s Instagram account, which showed him
posing in designer clothes with expensive cars at plush
holiday resorts. Those who signed up for his services
found that their trading accounts were emptied on
Christmas Eve and the FCA has added him to its
warning list of unauthorised traders (after the fact,
unfortunately). But what the paper doesn’t mention
in this particular piece is that Singh’s “success” was
first reported on its ownwebsite in breathless, no-
questions-asked fashion, in November, just a month
before it all went horribly wrong.

This aggravates me because, as a genuine trader, I
work hard tomake profits and I knowwhat it takes.
I also don’t like to see people being conned. So I want
to unpack this story for you, so that you don’t end up
falling for one of these scams or something similar.

How does the binary-options scam work?
There is a reason why somany gentlemen (it’s usually
men) in their early 20s now apparently own private
jets, luxury cars and slick watches. It just may not
be because they’ve cracked the financial markets as
they claim. As CharlieMunger,Warren Buffett’s
business partner, puts it: “Showme the incentive

Beware the binary
options trading
scammerchants

“If you’re not
a successful
currency
trader, the
next best
thing is to
fake it”

What is an option?
Aput option gives the
holder the right (but not
the obligation) to sell an
asset – that is, a share –
for an agreedprice on
or before a given date.
When youbuy a put
option, youpay a fee
(premium) to the seller
(“writer”) of the option.
You canuse put options
to bet on the price of an
asset falling.Your
potential loss is limited
to the premiumpaid.

SayAcmeWidgets is
trading at 100p a share
and a put option to

sell at 90p costs 5p.You
buy a block of 1,000
options at a cost of £50
(5p x 1,000). If the
shares fall to 70p, you
wouldmake a profit of
£150 ((90p – 70p – 5p) x
1,000). However, if the
shares go up – to 120p,
say – youwould just let
the option expire.
In that case, you lose
your premiumof £50
but nothingmore.
A“call” option is
similar, but gives the
right to buy an asset at
an agreed price.

The price of an
option is determined by
a number of factors,
including the volatility
of the price of the
underlying asset
(options onmore
volatile assets will be
pricier). So option
prices tend to rise
duringmarket turmoil.
The length of time
before an option
expires is also
important – options
that expire further out
into the future are
more expensive.

Nice plane – but is it really his?
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and I will show you the outcome”. There are many
reputable financial-trading firms and brokerages out
there. However, many – ones that I would describe as
“bucket shops” – are not so reputable. Spread-betting
firms typically make their money on the spread (the
gap between the buying price and the selling price) and
the commission paid by their clients. So their business
model does not benefit from losing traders.

However, many brokers know that a losing trader
can be very profitable – for them. If you know that
90%of traders will lose all of their money within six
months, what do you do? Simply take the other side of
the trade.When Johnny Punter buys, the broker sells.
Andwhen Johnny Punter wishes to cover his losses,
the broker buys and collects the profit.

Unprofitable traders are so profitable for many a
bucket shop that they will pay handsome introduction
fees for new traders. Therein lies the incentive.
It doesn’t matter if you’re actually making anymoney
from your trading – if you can get even a £20 incentive
for every trader who signs up with the minimum
deposit of a few hundred pounds, then you only need
to sign up 1,000 people a month tomake £20,000.
And the reality is that these brokers aren’t offering just

“Unprofitable
traders can
be very
profitable
indeed for
unscrupulous
brokers”

£20 for new clients – they’re offering hundreds. I know
they do, because I’ve been offered it.

The Pied Pipers of foreign exchange
If you’re not a successful trader, the next best thing is
to fake it. A quick Google search reveals that you can
rent a Lamborghini Huracan for four days at a price
of £2,500. This is fairly steep – but you can rent a
Lamborghini Gallardo for two days for £1,590. Two
days is more than enough for a wannabe forex guru
to take hundreds of snaps in different outfits, parking
in fancy residential estates that they don’t live in and
overall giving the impression over several months
that they really do own a six-figure supercar. And
of course, there are plenty of places to hunt down a
cheap, out-of-season stay at a luxurious five-star hotel,
where they can do exactly the same. Then they just
pop it all on social media and wait for eager punters to
line up to sign upwith their “exclusive broker”.

Many brokers offer demo accounts, in which case
the “guru” can just repeatedly put on ten trades in
a row, come out with winners, then screenshot it
and post it on Instagram. If even that is too difficult
a task, then it’s a simple matter to fake the picture
instead using imagemanipulation software and post
that.With “evidence” of their success sorted out, the
trader then promotes their wares with promises of
“signals” that have 90% success rates, alongside key
phrases such as “no risk” and “guaranteed profit”.
Most informed investors realise that if a magic
money-makingmachine did exist it would be owned
by a private hedge fund, never to see the light of day.
So anyone who actually believes that a 20-year-old
student could pull this off is ideal bait – inexperienced,
naive and potentially desperate.

The scam also succeeds because of how victims feel
when they finally realise they’ve been suckered.Most
don’t tell anyone because they feel foolish and want to
save face. But also, they know (or rapidly learn) that
there is very little the police can do. The banning of the
sale of binary options was a step in the right direction.
But now the traders of Instagram simply give away
their “signals” to trade these options for free. And
many bucket-shop brokers are overseas – often they’re
not even doing anything illegal in the country in which
they operate (although equally often the traders in
question will imply that the bucket shop is a reputable
UK-based and regulated institution, or lie flat out).

There are even operators whowill manipulate
the punter’s account in order to make them believe
they are winning and then call on them to deposit
more money. Then, when the client finally wishes to
withdraw, the company goes cold and refers them to
the small print, in which it says that the client must
trade through an impossible amount of money just
to be allowed to withdraw. Other brokers allow the
affiliate to widen the spread tomaximise their own
commission and increase losses for their clients.We
look at ways to avoid being scammed in the box
below, but in short, as always – if it looks too good to
be true, it is.

Formore fromMichael, see shiftingshares.com.

How to avoid being scammed
Stickwith theUK: ensure any
broker youuse isUK regulated.
And stick towell-knownnames –
online reviews can be faked.

Avoid “signals”:magicmoney-
makingmachines donot exist.

Watch for fakes:many of these
firms have a name that sounds
vaguely like a City institution.
Check out fca.org.uk/scamsmart
for warnings and checkwith
Companies House to see if a
company exists. But even if it

passes both tests, don’t assume
it’s legitimate.

Hangupon cold callers: assume
that all cold calls are scams.

What’s in it for them?Very often

people don’t disclose huge
conflicts of interest.

Traders aren’t fashionmodels:
Beware peoplewhopostmore
pictures of their lifestyle thanof
their actual trading.
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National Express has expanded into promising markets abroad and looks cheap
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Sometimes the best opportunities come in
sectors that sound desperately dull. Take

buses and coaches, probably the least exciting
form of transport as they are slower than planes
and railways and lack the high-tech glamour of
ridesharing services. However, they are ideal
for short andmid-length journeys since they are
cheap, while they are also more environmentally
friendly than some other forms of transport.
And as far as operators are concerned, they don’t
require much capital investment. One of the most
attractive coach companies isNational Express
(LSE:NEX).

National Express is best known for its intercity
coach services in Britain, where it accounts for
60% of the scheduled coach-service market; it also
operates local buses outside London. In recent
years, however, it has moved stealthily into other
markets. It now gets 40% of its revenue from the
United States, with the UK only in third place
behind Spain. Similarly, it gets half its revenue from
contract services, notably the lucrative market for
operating school buses in the US. This expansion
has enabled it to grow its revenue at an annual rate
of 7.1% and its earnings per share by 11.4% a year
over the past five years.

A highly profitable
operation
While the barriers to entry
for potential rivals in bus services are low,
National Express has above-average profit
margins, which should not only help protect it
from any competition but also see it gain market
share. National Express also boasts a strong return
on capital expenditure of around 12.4%. This
enables it to generate large amounts of cash flow
that can be returned to shareholders in the form of
a dividend and used to expand the business further
through intelligent acquisitions. National Express

made several investments last year, notably the
purchase of a 60% stake in America’sWeDriveU.

WeDriveU focuses on the fast-growing
employers’ shuttle market, with companies,
universities and hospitals eager to help their
workers, students and patients overcome
increasingly crowded roads and poor public-
transport services. AlreadyWeDriveU has
contracts with an array of technology firms,
includingNetflix, Stanford Research Park and
LinkedIn. As of last September, it had seven

million passengers a year,
up from 6.1million at the
end of 2018, and has plans
for further expansion in the
coming year.

Despite these strong growth prospects and
proven record of success, National Express isn’t
that expensive. It is on 12.9 times 2020 earnings,
with a dividend yield of 3.5%.Momentum
investors will also like the fact that the share price
is very close to its 52-week high. I suggest you
go long at the current price of 473p at £8 per 1p
(compared with IG Index’s minimum of £1 per
1p). Set a stop-loss of 353p, giving you potential
downside of £960.

It has been another
mixed fortnight formy
tips.My longs didwell,
with five out ofmy seven
positions appreciating.

Bellway rose in value
from 3,894p to 4,055p,
Bausch Health
Companieswent up
from $28.66 to $30.45,
Volkswagen advanced
from €176 to €182 and
International
Consolidated Airlines
Group climbed from
615p to 657p.

TaylorWimpey rose
from194p to 214p. The
only disappointments
wereSafestore,which
fell from785p to 777p,
andDSSmith,whichwas
down from380p to 357p.

The profits
outweighed the losses,
with the overall gains
rising from £5,060
to £6,254.

The bad news,
however, is that all ofmy
six short tips also rose.
The digital currency
bitcoin rose from $7,869
to $8,659, streaming
service Netflix went up
from $336 to $339.
Ridesharing network
Uber advanced from
$32.26 to $35.13, retailer
Wayfair increased from
$95 to $107 and social
network Twitter went up
from $31.64 to $34.22.

Even the share price
of tobacco company
PhilipMorris
International increased,
from $85 to $88.69.

Overall, my short tips
are nowmaking a loss
of £610, down from a
profit of £694 a fortnight
ago, which balances
out the gains from the
long positions.

Since Netflix, which
I recommended six
months ago, ismaking
a loss of £348, I suggest
that you now cover
the position. I’m also
going to cut the level
at which you cover
bitcoin to $9,000 –
down from $14,000.

Investors should also
consider adjusting the
stop loss on Bausch
Health Companies to $27
from $26.

Counting this week’s
tip, this leavesmewith
eight long tips and five
shorts, which is a bit
unbalanced. So expect
to see somemore short
tips in the next couple
of columns.

Catch this coach company

“WeDriveU has contracts
with tech firms such as
Netflix and LinkedIn”

Trading techniques... buy share buybacks
Companies are increasingly
returning cash to shareholders
by buying back shares rather
than paying dividends. US firms
spent $900bn on buybacks in
2018 alone. Buybacks bolster
the share price and raise
earnings per share, even if a
company’s underlying profits
aren’t growing, since therewill
be fewer shares on themarket.

However, critics of this
practice argue that dividends
give shareholdersmore choice
over what they can dowith their
money. They can use themoney
to purchase shares if theywant
to, while firms risk wasting
money if their shares are
already overvalued.

Despite the criticism of share
buybacks, they seem to have a

positive effect for shareholders
in both the short andmedium
term. A study by the investment
firm TwoSigma covering 9,698
buyback announcements in
firms in America’s Russell 3,000
index between 1 January 1998
and 30 April 2019 found that if
you bought immediately after
the announcement and held
onto the share for up to six

months, youwouldmake a
market-beating return on
your investment. Even if you
waited for amonth after the
announcement youwould still
beat the index.

Two Sigma also found that
the stocks of firms that buy back
shares tend to do badly in the
sixmonths before the buyback
announcement, with the
optimum time to buy onemonth
before the news. Someone
buying sixmonths before the
buyback announcement and
selling on the daywould have
lagged themarket by 3%. This
suggests that firms often use
buybacks as a defensive
measure and to signal to the
market that they think that their
shares are undervalued.

US school buses are a lucrative sector
Matthew Partridge

Senior writer

Howmy tips
have fared

Trading30
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ASA International (LSE: ASAI)

“Microfinance” groupASA International
(LSE: ASAI)makes small loans to
businesses and low-income
entrepreneurs –mostlywomen – in
13 countries acrossAfrica andAsia.
It has 2.3million customers andboasts
a loanportfolio of around $420m.
Growthhas been in linewith
expectations, but unfavourable exchange
ratesmean earnings fromWestAfrica
andSoutheast Asia have disappointed.
ASA listed in London in July 2018, but
after a burst of post-flotation euphoria
the share price began to decline steadily
and in the last year it has fallen by 40%.

GamesWorkshop (LSE:GAW)
manufactures and sells fantasy board
games, including the phenomenally
successfulWarhammer, andminiature
gaming figures to gowith them. The
companywas in the doldrums formany
years, but around four years ago sales
and profits began to rise and haven’t
stopped since. In the sixmonths to
1 December the groupmade a pre-tax
profit of £58.6m, up from £40.8m in the
same period in 2018. In the last five
years the share price has risen by over
1,000% . The company has raised the
annual dividend by 45p to £1 per share.

If only you’d invested in…

Be glad you didn’t buy…

European innovators are
set for long-term growth

We firmly believe that Europe offers fertile
ground for investors. Investors unnerved
by political and economic uncertainty have
overlookedmany opportunities.

The most reliable way to uncover
companies with the best long-term growth
prospects is to seek out “compounders”:
names that score highly in terms of
sustainable profitability, reinvestment
for the future and Socially Responsible
Investing (SRI).

Secular growth is what we look for and
innovation is what will sustain it in the
long run. Innovation can be found in an
array of sectors. For example, as the
stocks below illustrate, it is widespread
within the healthcare industry; it is at the
core of the biotech sector and it is key for
selected industrials.

Defeating diabetes
NovoNordisk (Copenhagen: NOVOB) is a
global healthcare company headquartered
in Denmark. It boasts more than 95 years
of innovation and leadership in diabetes
care, fuelled by a strong research and
development pipeline.

The company is expanding its global
leadership position in obesity, while it is
also active in combatting other
serious chronic
diseases, such as
haemophilia and
growth disorders.

Given growing
price pressure on diabetes treatment,
NovoNordisk has invested heavily in
research and development in order to
come upwith an oral version of its diabetes
treatment (diabetes drugs are normally
injected). This product will grow the
overall diabetes drugmarket by offering
a different treatment, while it will also
provide competition for other types of
oral drug.

A professional investor tells us where he’d put his
money. This week: Mark Denham, Head of European
Equities at Carmignac, selects three favourites

A biotech set to bounce
Contrary to popular belief, there are
several reasonably sized biotech names in
Europe that have the potential to do better
than their benchmarks.

One name that performed nicely in 2019
and presents the long-term prospects we
look for isGalapagos (Amsterdam:GLPG).
Galapagos is a medium-sized clinical stage
biotechnology company specialising in
the discovery and development of small-
molecule and antibody therapies (designed
to boost the body’s immune system).

The company’s researchmainly focuses
on inflammation, fibrosis andmetabolic
problems. It aims to begin six or seven new
projects a year and has an active portfolio
of around 30 projects.

Lock in profits
AssaAbloy (Stockholm: ASSAB) is
the world’s leading producer of locks.
The companymanufactures a wide range
of mechanical and electrical locks, as
well as more sophisticated access and
identification systems. It not only meets
our financial criteria, but also stands out
owing to its quest for innovation.

Assa Abloy is constantly renewing its
product range, to the extent that it has even

set a target: 25% of
its turnover should
stem from products
launched within the
last three years.

Its most recent innovation is the “smart
lock”, a device that locks and unlocks
doors remotely – by using a smartphone,
for instance.

Assa has also formed a partnership with
Amazon that allows parcels to be delivered
when the customer is absent. Given that
there are almost 40million users of the
Amazon Prime service, we believe this
innovative product has huge potential.

“Lockmaker Assa Abloy’s
partnership with Amazon

has huge potential”
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Great frauds in history… Agha Hasan Abedi’s dodgy bank
AghaHasanAbediwas born
in Lucknow, India, in
1922, andwent on to
graduate from
Lucknow
University before
taking up aposition
at HabibBank.
Following Indian
independence, then
partition in 1947, Abedi
moved to newly
independent Pakistan and in
1959 foundedUnitedBank Ltd.
When thatwas nationalised in
1972 hemovedon and set up
Bank of Credit andCommerce
International (BCCI), starting up
withmoney fromBank of
America (which sold its shares in
1980) and the ruler of AbuDhabi
(in theUAE). Abedi based the
bank in London, but registered it

in regulation-light Luxembourg.
By 1991, BCCIwould

have 417 offices in
73 countries.

Whatwas the scam?
To all appearances,
BCCI was a
legitimate bank.

Later investigations,
however, revealed that it

did businesswith awhole
host of dubious figures,
including Iraqi despot Saddam
Hussein, international terrorist
AbuNidal and various
criminals. Losses from
currency speculation and bad
loans to various business
figures in theMiddle East
pushed the bank into
insolvency. BCCI tried to cover
this up by inventing phoney

loans and following a Ponzi-like
strategy of taking in newmoney
to pay off existing depositors.

What happenednext?
Regulators, impressedwith
BCCI’s apparent success, took a
hands-off approach initially. The
Bank of England, for example,
did not actwhendiscrepancies
were discovered in the accounts
of its options-tradingbusiness.
When evidence emergedof
illegal activities andBCCImade
moves to take over aUSbank,
however, theUSauthorities
were prompted to act. By July
1991 regulators had shut the
bank down, forcing it into
bankruptcy, owing $20bn.Most
of BCCI’smajor executiveswere
jailed; Abedi, whonominally
relinquished control the year

before, dodged extradition. He
died in Pakistan in 1995. Abu
Dhabi and the rest of BCCI’s
shareholderswerewipedout,
notwithstanding an
unsuccessful attempt to sue the
Bank of England for negligence.
Depositors got 90%of their
moneyback by 2012. By that
time, however, inflation had
shrunk the value of the
recoveredmoneyby half.

Lessons for investors
Seek the safest homepossible
for your savings and avoid
institutionswith poor
reputations.Well before its
collapse, BCCIwas known in
banking circles as “Bank of
Crooks andCriminals
International”. Consider such
talk a straw in thewind.

Fred and Peter Done made their fortune building a network of betting shops. Their latest ploy, making
money treating gambling addiction, has not gone down well. Jane Lewis reports

The unlikely lads who made a billion

The latestmoney-spinning
idea of the billionaire
brothers behind high-street
bookmaker Betfred has got
them into hotwater, says The
Guardian. Fred and Peter
Done, who grew up “in the
slums of Salford” and opened
their first betting shop in
1967 funded by awin on
England’s 1966WorldCup
victory, have beenmaking
millions from a business that
treats public-sector staff for
health problems – including
“gambling addiction”.

Big money’s mean streak
The brothers’ latest cash
cow, consultancy firm
HealthAssured, has dozens
of contracts withNHS trusts,
enabling theDones to pocket
some £5.2m in dividends from
the business over the past three
years. Thatmight be described as “cynical”,
says theDailyMail. Or, to quote Labour
MPAngela Eagle, “an awful conflict of
interest”.NHSmental health chief Claire
Murdoch is certainly on thewarpath, this
week describing theDones’ ownership
of addiction services as “hypocrisy and
tokenism”. She haswritten to all Britain’s
gambling firms, including Betfred, urging
them to improve their practices.

It’s easy to seewhy theDones are
branching into consultancy, says The
Times. The original centre of their empire,
Betfred, is an ailing beast – having chalked
up losses of £18.1m and £43.8m in the
past two years. InMarch, FredDone,
76, warned that up to 500 of the group’s

betting shopsmay be axed, “due to the
new government cap on fixed-odds betting
terminals”. Despite Betfred’s “poor form”,
their consultancy giant Peninsula (Health
Assured’s parent) is “flourishing”. Founded
by PeterDone, 72, in 1983, it turned over
a record £270m last yearwith nearly 40%
of sales overseas. The company remains
entirely owned by the siblings’ trusts.

The brothers have come a longway
from their humble upbringing in a two-up,
two-down inOrdsall where they slept “four
siblings to a room”, says TheGuardian.
“They both left school at 15without
qualifications after working in their father’s
illegal bookmaking business”, and building
their 1,650-shop network hasn’t been easy.

“FredDone once told of
being stabbed five times by
an angry punterwho had
lost £50 on a horse ridden by
Lester Piggott.”

Living in the limelight
While FredDone has carved
himself a role as Betfred’s
showman, the “numbers
man” of the duo has
always been Peter, says the
Manchester EveningNews.
He got his start “adding
up the ledgers in the credit
office”, without a calculator,
because hewas too young
towork in the shop.He
describes this “natural gift
formaths” as like riding a

bike. “After 35 years, I’ve still
not lost it,” he grins. “If I ask
any ofmy guys to come into
ameetingwithme, they have
got to know their numbers.”

The relationship between the two
brothers remains close. “Fred is brilliant
in the limelight,” says Peter. “He does
Betfred TV every Saturdaymorning from
the shops and that’s the highlight of the
week.” Indeed, the siblings are so close
that they claim rarely to have arguments.
“Anything that I want to do in Peninsula
he just says ‘do it’ and I’m the same.”
Although nowworth a combined £1.25bn,
theDones haven’t lost their “ingrained
Salfordmodesty” and are known for their
local philanthropy. They remain “a pair of
unlikely ladswho prove anything is possible
with the rightmindset and determination”,
says the EveningNews. It will be interesting
to see how they get out of this latest fix.

“Now worth a combined £1.25bn, the Dones
haven’t lost their ingrained Salford modesty
and are known for their local philanthropy”

Fred Done: a natural showman
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Terms & Conditions: Offer ends 31 January 2020. Free delivery on all orders of 6 bottles of wine or more, otherwise £12.50 + VAT. Orders placed before noon
will normally be dispatched within 48 hours. Payment can be made by credit or debit card online or over the phone.

2018 Camaleo, Alvarinho, Minho,
Portugal
As the years pass, I fall deeper
in love with the Alvarinho grape
at the same time as tiring of the
overly perfumed, inexpensive
Spanish versions, where this
grape is called Albariño.
Camaleo is a pure style which
flows across the palate calming

every single taste bud with its floral
tones. With more depth of fruit than a
traditional Vinho Verde, this is a thrilling
wine with an awful lot of class. See if
you can spot the Chameleon on the label
change colour when the wine is the right
temperature to drink. I missed this –
perhaps I was too thirsty!
CASE PRICE: £143 — saving £36.40

2018 Winter, Riesling Trocken,
Rheinhessen, Germany
“Trocken”means “dry” and
this is a precise and invigorating
Riesling. Unlike so many trockens
out there that seem to load fruit
juice notes into the mid-palate,
this wine has crunchy acidity that
underpins the lime juice theme,
meaning it’s dry and raspy on

the finish.Winter is designed for ultra-
modern cuisine – sushi and sashimi, Thai
fresh spring rolls, Pad Thai with loads of
lime juice squeezed on top, coconut milk
themed curries and spicy squid and prawn
dishes. This is a vital wine in your fridge!

CASE PRICE: £162 — saving £30

2018 Laurence de Veyrac, Viognier,
Sélection Parcellaire, Pays d’Oc,
France
I cannot believe the value here;
this is a highly complex wine
with a modest and engaging
approach on the palate. The
Viognier perfume is bright and
accurate, yet not too tropical or
imposing, making it a joy. Gentle

fennel and wildflower notes mingle with
crystalline honey touches and unripe
peach skin. This beguiling white is akin to
a summer stroll through the Languedoc
countryside. Simply gorgeous with fresh
fish and seafood dishes, particularly if
you’re using aromatic veg, garlic, scented
herbs or saffron in your recipe.

CASE PRICE: £119 — saving £24.40

2017 Chianti Rufina, Cedro, Fattoria
Lavacchio, Tuscany, Italy
I attended a wedding at this
property last year and it is a
truly beautiful set up. The wines
are what I affectionately call
“gluggers” - not too heavy or
chewy. Youthful, buoyant and
refreshing, this fresh Sangiovese
is red fruit themed with crisp

acidity on its finish. There is a light
dusting of tannin here, but it is largely
overtaken by the ebullient fruit. It’s a
good all-day red, as I found out while
standing under their magnificent cedar
tree, which features on the label!
CASE PRICE: £162 — saving £42

2018 Bourgogne Pinot Noir, Les
Brûlis, Domaine de Mauperthuis,
France
I tasted two red wines from
this estate and I liked both of
them. Les Brûlis got the nod
because it was so attacking
and energetic on the nose and
palate (if you’re keen to taste the
other one, it’s the 2017 Grande

Réserve). This young, sonorous red has
true fruits-of-the-forest notes on both the
nose and palate. Even though it is a slim,
slinky-hipped red it still packs a punch
of flavour that many red Burgundies can
only dream of. I’m often disappointed by
fighting-priced Pinot Noir, but this wine
is a splendid discovery.

CASE PRICE: £198 — saving £41.40

2016 Mas Brunet, Cuvée du Mazet,
Languedoc, France
I am a huge fan of this estate and
its utterly delicious wines. Situated
around 40 minutes north of
Montpellier, Mas Brunet makes
Côtes-du-Rhône-shaped wines but
with more lift and vivacity than
you might have thought possible
from this style.With a mere

13% alcohol on board, and made from
Carignan, Cinsault, Grenache,Mourvèdre
and Syrah, Cuvée du Mazet is a polished,
spicy, medium-weight red with a faint whiff
of woodsmoke in among the heady red and
black fruit flavours. It is the definitive red
wine for all palates and occasions.

CASE PRICE: £138 — saving £29.40

Prices shown below are per case of 12 bottles. Wines are also available in a mixed case, giving you two bottles of each for
just £150 — it’s a chance for you to try them all, and is the most popular choice with MoneyWeek readers!

£19.95
£16.50

Or call Swig on 0800 0272 272 and quote “MoneyWeek”
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW: www.moneyweekwineclub.com/january FREE UK

delivery

W I N E C L U B

£11.95
£9.95

£14.95
£11.95

£17.00
£13.50

£13.95
£11.50

£16.00
£13.50

To ease ourselves into 2020, I have selected six wines from the
amazing team at Swig; each wine has been chosen for its ability
to soothe the palate and calm the senses. All three whites are
unoaked, sleek and perfumed while the trio of reds includes
brightly fruited, medium-weight, refreshing styles to lift your
mood and set the scene for the coming year. Swig always trim
their prices considerably for this wine club, and I know that
readers greatly appreciate this generosity of spirit.You can save
nearly £38 on the mixed case, giving you two bottles of each

wine below.Then I suggest you give Swig a ring and spend this
windfall on a few more of their incredible and unique finds.

Happy NewYear!

M w Jukes

Welcome 2020 with these classy wines

All wines come personally
recommended

Exclusive discounts and
FREE UK delivery No membership needed

UPTO

20%
OFF

Matthew Jukes
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Holidays that won’t pile on the pounds
A break needn’t mean breaking those New Year resolutions. Nicole Garcia Merida reports

Tai Chi in the Surrey countryside
Grayshott took home the award for best
wellness retreat in England in 2019 for
the third year running. The countryside
spa, located in Surrey, is situated in 47
acres of grounds and surrounded by
700 acres of “peaceful National Trust
countryside”, says Roshina Jowaheer in
GoodHousekeeping. Expect therapeutic
treatments, healthy spa cuisine and an
extensive range of fitness classes. The
Spa has a swimming pool, tennis courts,
a gym and exercise classes including
pilates, yoga, and Tai Chi. Guests
are also able to book into nutritional
evaluations, personal training sessions and
acupuncture. Grayshott is known around
the world for its approach to addressing the
consequences of modern life through good
gut health – an expert team of specialists is
always on hand to advise.

“It’s all bathrobes and comfy slippers
– until dinner,” says The Daily Telegraph.
That’s when you learn that “healthy
eating can be full of flavour” and needn’t

be bland. The food
is largely sourced
locally – look out
for the free-range
chicken breast with
roast fennel and the
Thai prawn and red
mullet curry, which
are “divine”.Two
nights from£465. See
grayshottspa.com

Holidays can take a toll on
your health – all that extra

food and lazing around – but
things don’t have to be that
way. Villa rental companyThe
Thinking Traveller and leading
wellness brand Bodyism have
teamed up tomake sure that
not a single day of your holiday
need go bywithout your having
checked inwith a personal
trainer, saysNicoleMowbray in
TheDaily Telegraph. Bodyism
is the “wellness expert to the
stars”, training everyone from
David Beckham to Pippa
Middleton, andThe Thinking
Traveller offers “exceptional,
exclusive villas around
theMediterranean”. The
collaboration enables clients
to book a Bodyism personal
trainer to takewith them to
any of the luxury villas for the
duration of their holiday.

The experience is entirely
bespoke: guests pick a villa
and a trainerwho suits their
needs. “Days beginwith either
dawn yoga, circuit training or

one of the Bodyism signature
classes… In the afternoon,
we had stretching sessions or
amassage,” saysMowbray.
Thinking Traveller’s properties
comewith their own local
conciergewho can help you
explore the local area and

organise your days out. And
although the trainers are
on hand every day to offer
nutritional advice, “theywon’t
be policingwhat you do or don’t
eat or drink each day”. So, fill
your boots, then burn it off?
Sounds like a plan.

ABodyism trainer costs £2,500
perweek. Their flights, food
and drink, transfers, plus
accommodation costs (unless
they stay at your villa) are extra.
Most villas are suitable for
training, but check first.
See thethinkingtraveller.com

Cardio drumming classes in Mexico
La Puerta is “widely acknowledged as one of the best spas in the
world”, says SuzannahRamsdale in the Evening Standard.
Theweekly schedule is packed from6am to 8pm every
day, but “it’s perfectly acceptable to spend an entire day
snoozing” by the pools. There are 325 fitness classes
to choose fromduring a typical week, so itmight be a
good idea to try asmany as possible. They range from
yoga and pilates to hip-hop classes to boxing. There are
also themore unconventional “lively cardio drumming
class” and trampoline sessions. Guidedmeditation, sound
therapy and yoga philosophy are also availablemost days.
Spa treatments, though not included in the package, are
worth the investment. “I opted for an 80-minute facial using
the ranch’s own skincare line, La Puerta Core Essentials, and
I’m still seeing the benefits weeks later,” says Ramsdale. There are
over 25-miles of trails around the ranch and sunrise hikes are “life-
affirming”.Much of the fresh food is sourced from the ranch’s organic farm.
FitnessWeek rates range from £2,890 to £4,560 per person. See rancholapuerta.com

A reset for worn-out serfs
For all their “gratuitous
perks”, Silicon Valley
employees still haven’t
quite figured out a work-
life balance. Theymight
want to check into Canyon
RanchWoodside, where
overworked techies can put
their “gruelling 80-hour-
plus weeks” behind them.

A 45-minute drive from
San Francisco,Woodside
aims to help those who
struggle with work-life

balance “and feng shui
their minds, bodies,
and souls”. The resort is
sprawled across 16 acres
of forest and surrounded
by “towering, 50-foot-
plus redwood trees”
and has 38 guest rooms.
There are two signature
retreats to choose from:
Connect and Recharge.
A Recharge retreat lasts
three days and includes
sunrise meditation and
“somewhat unorthodox

fitness classes”, including a
“Zen boot camp” obstacle
course, mountain biking
sessions and hikes along the
coast.Meals are organic
and nutrient dense, and
all ingredients are sourced
fromwithin a 25mile
radius. Nowonder that
fatigued tech workers flock
toWoodside in droves.
Rooms cost from $899 per
night, including all meals.
See canyonranch.com/
woodside
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IbworthHouse, Ibworth,Hampshire.
ARegency-style house completed in 2015
overlooking 28.1 acres of groundswith six
loose boxes, stables and pastureland. It has
Georgian-style sashwindows and a home
cinema. 8 beds, 6 baths, 3 receps, study, 2-bed
cottage, barn, tennis court, swimming pool,
woodland. £7.5m Savills 01635-277705.

HoughamManor,Hougham,Grantham,
Lincolnshire.AGrade II-listedmanor dating
back to the time ofWilliam theConqueror
with theRiverWitham flowing through its
30 acres of parkland. The equestrian facilities
include two stable blocks, anAmerican barn
and amanège. 6 beds, 4 baths, 2 receps,
indoor pool. £2m Savills 01522-508908.

Bloomfields Farm,
Cowlinge, Suffolk.Aperiod
farmhousewith equestrian
facilities set around a stable
yardwith an outdoormanège,
fenced post and rail paddocks,
16 boxes and a five-bay horse
walker. It has exposedwall and
ceiling timbers, open fireplaces
and a large kitchenwith an
Aga. 6 beds, 3 baths, 4 receps,
outbuildingwith two flats, pool
and pool house, tennis court,
gardens, 15 acres. £1.85m
Knight Frank 01279-213340.

This week: properties with equestrian facilities – from a residential estate in Cheshire currently run as a profession
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Colmer Farm Stud,
Marshwood, Bridport, Dorset.
AGrade II-listed farmhouse
and amodern, thee-bedroom
house. The farmhouse is split
into two semi-detached, three-
bedroomhouses, one half of
which dates from the 1400s and
both ofwhich have exposed
beams andwood-burning
stoves. The equestrian facilities
include a stable yardwith 24
stables, two covered yards,
paddocks and pasture and
56.14 acres. £1.85m Strutt&
Parker 01392-215631.

Pangfield Farm,
StanfordDingley,
Berkshire.A128-acre
residential farmwith
an 18th-century house,
three cottages and a
range of equestrian
facilities that include
stables, 23 horse boxes,
a horsewalker, awash
box, an indoor school,
an outdoormanège, and
a 2.5 furlong all-weather
gallop. The house has
flagstone floors and
open fireplaces. 7 beds,
4 baths, 3 receps,
breakfast kitchen,
conservatory, cellar,
gardens, listed barn,
woodland. £6.5mCarter
Jonas 01635-263010.

Winstitchen Farm,
Simonsbath,Minehead,
Somerset.A traditional
1840s farmhouse in Exmoor
National Park with a two-
bedroom cottage and a range
of traditional stables complete
with tack and storage rooms set
around a yard. The house has
exposed stone walls, wood-
burning stoves, a drawing room
with French doors leading onto
the garden and a farmhouse
kitchen with an Aga. 4 beds, 4
baths, recep, paddocks, 5.98
acres. £850,000 Pritchard&
Company 01608-801030.

Peasebrook
Farm, Broadway,
Worcestershire.A
converted barnwith a
top-quality dressage
facility with 23 stables
and an all-weather
turnout pen. It has a
47-foot reception room
with a vaulted ceiling and
an inglenook fireplace.
3 beds, 2 baths, 40.64
acres. £2.25m Strutt&
Parker 01608-650502.

CrumleighHeath Farm, Little
Leigh, Cheshire.A residential and
equestrian estatewith an 1850s
farmhouse and a separate, gated
entrance to a courtyardwith 79
stables, vet and farrier areas, an indoor
arena and two outdoor arenas, and a
3-bedroom flat and grooms’ bedsit,
currently run as a professional show
jumping and livery yard. 4 beds,
4 baths, 5 receps, 94 acres. £2.5m
Jackson Property 01948-666695.

al showjumping and livery yard, to a converted barn in Worcestershire with top-quality dressage facilities
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Wine of the week: a super-smooth and mesmerising shiraz

Porsche comes to its senses
The sports-car maker has brought back its six-cylinder engines. That’s good news. Chris Carter reports

If you’ve read anything in the automotive corners
of the internet in recent years, you’ll probably

have seen some diatribe about the “rumbly four-
cylinder turbo engines, which have proved
barely more economical than the
glorious naturally aspirated flat-
sixes… turfed out of Porsche’s
mid-engined sports cars”,
says Stephen Dobie in Top
Gear. Happily, the German
carmaker has come to its
senses, says Bradley Brownell
on Jalopnik. “If you don’t
quite want to pony up the
money for a Boxster Spyder
or CaymanGT4,” you can
now opt for a GTS version of the
718 Boxster and Caymanmodels,
which have four-litre, flat-six engines.
“Oh baby, this is good news.”

Indeed,more flat-six Porsches “in theworld
can only andwholly be considered a good thing”,
says Pistonheads.com . “Wringing the engine out

will see it rev to 7,800 rpm and the sounds should
be downright delightful, thanks to a standard
sports exhaust system fromPorsche, complete

with aGT4-like twin tailpipe finish,”
says Sean Szymkowski onCNET’s

Road Show. Inside, the cabin
has “Alcantara trim all over,
specifically covering the centre
seat sections, wheel rim
and centre console”. A seven-
inch touchscreen is also
on hand for your
“infotainment” needs.
We’re guessing you

probably want one of these
cars, saysMatt Robinson

on carthrottle.com. “That’s
understandable,” but the premium

over the 718 Boxster S and 718
Cayman S is much “bigger this time than

it was with the last GTS cars.” For the 4.0-litre
models, expect to pay £64,088 for the Cayman
and £65,949 for the Boxster.

“More flat-six
Porsches in the
world can only
be considered a
good thing”

2013 Paracombe,
Shiraz, Adelaide Hills,
South Australia
£20, cotswold
wineimports.com;
£21, ozwines.co.uk

Thewildfires inAustralia have
beendevastating and
indiscriminate over the past few
months andhave led to tragic loss
of life, property andbusinesses, as
well as of ancient forests and
wildlife. It is themost destructive
wildfire seasonAustralia has ever
seen. It is hard to try to understand
the impact these fires have had in
myworld, thewine trade.

Some of themost saddening
losses have been in the idyllic
Adelaide Hills. On 20 December
alone, one third of the region’s
wine production (more than 1,000

hectares) waswiped o
alongwith 84 homes,
including several hist
buildings. Fundraising
those affected is takin
place, aswell asmuch
needed initiatives to
drivemonies into
local fire services.
We can help, here in
the UK, by buying
their preciouswines.
If we all make an
effort to keep this
economy going, as
best aswe can, then
replanting and
rebuildingwill follow
andwe can hope
that this beautiful

art of theworldwill grow back
tronger andmore resilient.
With this inmind, please check

utmy 100 Best AustralianWines
eport, onmywebsite, for a great
election of Hills wines and also

my featuredwine this week – an
ncredible, fullymature, super-
smooth andmesmerising shiraz.
Slippery, heady, luxurious and
complete, this wine and its silky,
mellifluous, unoaked 2017
chardonnay (£19) siblingwill be
sure to place this region in your
heart forever.

MatthewJukes is awinner of the
InternationalWine&Spirit
Competition’s Communicator of
theYear (matthewjukes.com)
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Wine columnist
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The £1 worth £1m
A rare 22-carat gold
sovereign from 1937,
with a face value of £1,
has become the first
British coin to sell for
£1m. The coin (pictured)
bears the face of King
Edward VIII, despite
Edward having
abdicated in favour of
his brother, George VI,
the previous year.
Edward had also
brokenwith convention
in being depicted facing
left, as he preferred his
left profile to his right.
Since the reign of
Charles II in the 17th
century,monarchs had
traditionally faced in
the opposite direction
to their immediate
predecessors, says
Kevin Peachey on the
BBC. But “Edward VIII
was quite a vain
character”, explains
Chris Barker, from the
RoyalMintMuseum.

Owing to Edward’s
abdication, the trial
coin, of which six
weremade, never
went intomass
production. Edward
asked for a set of the
coins, but his brother
refused. Four of the
coins ended up in
museums,with the
remaining ones held
privately. The Royal
Mint sourced one of the
latter from theUS,
where it had gone after
being sold for £516,000
in 2014. “When the
opportunity came
along, I felt I could not
turn it down. It was a
once in a lifetime
opportunity,” says the
present anonymous
buyer. “I’m aware that
[£1m] is a lot ofmoney
for a coin, but if I did not
secure it now, I’d not
get the chance again.”
Themost expensive
coin in theworld
remains the “flowing
hair” silver dollar,
whichwas the first coin
to be struck by theUS
Mint in 1794. It sold for
$10m in January 2013.

Auctions

At first sight, “Connect, BTS”
might look like a colourful

play on words based on a crude
acronym – something akin to the
successful “FCUK” employed
by fashion brand French
Connection, perhaps. It is, in
fact, a series of contemporary
art projects launched last week
by South Korean “K-pop”
sensation BTS. (The acronym
apparently stands for “Bangtan
Sonyeondan”, which translates
as the “Bulletproof Boy Scouts”
in English, in case you were
wondering.) The boy band from
Seoul know a thing or two about
attracting the attention of young
people. Their latest album,Map
of the Soul: 7, sold 3.42million
copies in pre-orders in a week,
according to their record label,
and it’s not even out for another
month. BTS have decided to use
that popularity to entice their
young fans into the world of art.

As part of the project, the
group is funding 22 artists in
five cities to produce artworks
with the power to “change
the world”. “Instead of people
thinking that art is different or
complex, focusing on your own
experiences and emotions will
make this a great experience,”
bandmember Jin said at the
launch of the initiative via video
link to the Serpentine Galleries
in London. The gallery is playing
host toCatharsis – a “virtual
forest” created by Danish artist
Jakob Kudsk Steensen, as part
of Connect, BTS. British artist
Antony Gormley will wind
11miles of aluminium tubing
aroundNewYork as part of
his contribution to the project,

A very valuable torch is being passed to a new generation. Chris Carter reports

The $68 trillion inheritance

Going…
Love letters, photographs and
mementoes that had belonged to
Nobel Prize-winning author
John Steinbeck and his wife
Elaine are heading for an online
salewith New Jersey-based
Curated Estates Auctions on
27 February. The items include a
lock of his baby hair and a
telegram from John F. Kennedy
(see right) inviting Steinbeck
(pictured) to his presidential
inauguration. A bin in the shape
of an elephant’s foot and a
hummingbirdwrapped in thread and placed in a
miniature leather coffin crafted by Steinbeck are
among the odder items. An earlier sale of
Steinbeck’s belongings fetched $154,216with
Heritage Auctions in October.

Gone…
Memorabilia from the lives of
Jackie and John F. Kennedywent
on salewith RRAuction in
Boston,Massachusetts, this
week. The lots included
photographs, campaignposters,
journal entries, speeches, oil
paintings, and twopostcards,
says Pavel Barter in TheSunday
Times. John F. Kennedy, then a
senator, sent the postcards in
1955 fromhis holiday in Ireland to
GraceBurke,whoworked as a
secretary in his Bostonoffice.

One read: “It is a great place, Ireland, but in
January it is as cold as an Irish landlord’s heart”.
The postcardswere valued at $6,000 each; a hand-
written statement of his intention to run for the
presidencywas expected to sell for $200,000.

while Argentinian artist Tomás
Saraceno’s Fly with Aerocene
Pachawill float a person into
the heavens, aboard a balloon
powered only by “the sun and
the air we breathe”.

A tasteful baseball cap
TheOldMastersmarket is also
going after a younger audience.
OnMonday, Sotheby’s launched
a collection of streetwear through
Highsnobiety, a brand better
known as purveyors of “skater”
culture. The hoodies (£105),
T-shirts (£55) and baseball caps
(£40) are emblazonedwith
the Sotheby’s logo andworks
from the venerable auction
house’s JanuaryOldMasters
sale, such asASea-Nymph by
GinevraCantofoli andAllegory
of Abundance andCharity.
Selfridgeswill also be hosting
a pop-up store thatwill sell
the range.

Sotheby’s is in good
companywith its latest
commercial endeavours. In

2018Gucci released its “Gucci
Hallucination” range inspired
byOldMasters, while that same
year Sotheby’s hung four of its
paintings at Victoria Beckham’s
Mayfair boutique.

None of this is surprising.
In 2016 the “Millennial”
generation (those in their 20s
and 30s) became the largest
cohort in the US labour market,
numbering 56million, according
to research from the Pew
Research Centre think tank.
While “the majority of collectors
are [still] baby-boomers”, as art
adviser Heather Flow told
Artnet News last summer,
“they will soon transfer their
wealth, and their collections,
to their millennial kids”.
When they do, “it will be
the largest wealth transfer in
world history, with estimates
of the impending inheritance
ranging up to $68trn”, says
Brian Boucher on Artnet News.
Auctioneers, galleries and
dealers are standing by.
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The boy band changing the world through art
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Tabloid money… Islington kale-muchers will still rule the Beeb

Lonely astronaut, peacenik, seeks similar
“Flyme to theMoon

and letme play among
the stars,” crooned Frank
Sinatra back in 1964. Little
didOl’ Blue Eyes suspect
that half a century later
lonely and confused Japanese
billionaires would be taking
such poetic advice literally.
YusakuMaezawa, an online
retail magnate, hasmade a
public plea for a girlfriend
to keep him companywhen
he boards a rocket to the
moon, as Richard Lloyd
Parry reports in The Times.
Maezawa is in line to become
the first paying passenger
to travel on ElonMusk’s
SpaceX project. Hewants a
female companion so that
the pair can “shout our love
andworld peace fromouter
space”. The lucky ladywill be selected via
an online reality show andwill have to be
“single, 20 or older, interested in space and
someonewhowishes forworld peace”.
EveryMissWorld there has ever beenwould
seem to be an ideal candidate.

It’s easy to “feel bad” forMaezawa,
saysHarmonLeon onObserver.com. The
poor chap just “feels lonely after breaking
upwith his girlfriend”. Still, it’s not that
difficult to see how“a blind date to the
Moon” could end up going badlywrong.
Most people feel let down if they travel
fromone part of a large city to another for
a Tinder date only to find “no chemistry”.
Imagine howmuchworse you’d feel if you
travelled the 238,900miles fromEarth to
themoon and left empty handed.

So all in all, it’s probably just aswell
that it’s likely to be quite some time before
anyone is shot into deep spacewithMusk’s
company, says LorenGrush onTheVerge.

A prototype version of the Starship rocket,
whichwill power SpaceX, recently blew its
top during a pressure test, forcingMusk and
his team to go back to the drawing board.
Even if they sort that problemout the small
matter of “how to keep people safe and
alive during space voyages”will remain.
SpaceX’s estimate that it could be flying
to themoon as early as 2022 seems to be
wildly optimistic.

Maezawa splashes the cash
You’d think therewould be enough going
on on Earth to occupyMaezawa’s attention,
says JustinMcCurry in TheGuardian.
Maezawa’s SpaceX announcementwas
just one in a series of “eye-catching”
tweets. Earlier thismonth the Japanese
tycoon “promised to give onemillion yen
(roughly £7,000) each to 1,000 of his seven
million Twitter followers as part of a ‘social
experiment’ to see if the cashwouldmake

themhappier”. Thewinnerswill be selected
at random from thosewho retweeted
Maezawa’s Twitter post and “the impact of
themoneywill be tracked through surveys”.

Maezawa,who has an estimated net
worth of $3.6bn, seems to be a very busy
man, says Elizabeth Paton in TheNewYork
Times. Despite believing in the desirability
of a “world devoid ofmoney”, he loves to
shop, “be it on a new interior for his private
jet designed by the luxury labelHermès
or a vast collection of sports cars”.He is
also an “avid”modern-art collectorwho
bought a Basquiat painting at Sotheby’s for
$110.5m in 2017 and has plans to build an
artmuseum inChiba, his hometown.
With all those earthly delights to enjoy, why
rush into the barren void of deep spacewith
only a blind date for company?

lThe rich, as F. Scott Fitzgerald
said, are different fromyou andme,
says Jennifer Selway in theSunday
Express. “Theirworld is one giant
sleepoverwhere celebs, freeloading
politicians and thatmysterious
community of anonymous
billionaires pass their homes around
ike parcels.” If you have several
homes,whynot lendoneout? If you
have staff, youdon’t have toworry
about clean towels and changing the
sheets. TonyBlairwas knownas
“the scrounger” by the Italian press
for staying sooften at the estate of
PrinceGirolamoStrozzi, amember
of an old banking family. Inmost
cases, nobodymentions anything
so vulgar asmoney. Youwould
assume the guestwould pay for any
breakages. But then again, “the rich
are different to us”.

lNot so long ago, I thought that
“without Auntie…naked
commercialismwould take over
and, soon, we’d end upwith
television like they had in Italy or
Spain”, says Jeremy Clarkson in
The Sun. But since then, Sky
Atlantic, Netflix and Amazon have
come along and they havemade
brilliant programmes.What has
the BBC come upwith? A
skateboarding duck on TheOne
Show.Now the Beeb has
announced two-thirds of its staff
will be based outside of London by
2027. But sowhat? All the decisions
will still bemade in Islington, “over
a plate of nuclear-free, vegetarian
peace kale”. The BBC needs to start
making TV people actually want to
watch – and “not just Twitter people
in a Shoreditch juice bar”.

l Two years and £1.5m in legal fees la
seems television presenter AntMcPar
and his ex-wife, Lisa Armstrong, have
finally come to an “amicable” settlem
over their £50m fortune, says Amanda
Platell in the DailyMail. McPartlin
(pictured) said hewould generously
give Armstrong a “staggering” £31m
– “more than the half anywife is due
by law, plus the £5m family home”.
This is the house inwhich “she had
stood by him through years of drug
and alcohol dependency and rehab”.
Armstrong is entitled to feel angry.
“Yet I wish she hadn’t responded to
Ant’s claim that they had settledwith
social-media retort saying it was ‘a loa
of nonsense’.” (Her side says it will be
more like £20m.) Armstrong can stand
on her own two feet. “Time to show it
girl. Twitter is not your revenge, your
future life is.”

Japanese tycoon Yusaku Maezawa has a highly unusual first date planned

“Maezawa is an
avid modern-art
collector who
bought a Basquiat
painting at
Sotheby’s for
$110.5m in 2017”
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What’s your name chuck, andwhere do you come from?
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Tim Moorey’s Quick Crossword No. 98883
A bottle of Taylor’s Late Bottled Vintage will be given to
the sender of the first correct solution opened on 3 Feb
2020. Answers to MoneyWeek’s Quick Crossword
No. 983, 31-32 Alfred Place, London, WC1E 7DP.

Across clues are mildly cryptic whereas down clues are straight

ACROSS
1 Confess it after mad partying (5)
4 Join end of queue for case (7)
8 Jumper appropriate for unofficial

court? (8)
9 Awful houses left bare (4)
10 Traded wood on time (5)
12 Rod is one to sack member (7)
13 You can have snow indoors

without it (4,9)
17 According to some cockneys,

two of us wander about (7)
18 Collect one million with dope (5)
21 Naked animal heard (4)
22 A nice gal possibly (8)
23 Spots faulty lease in short

manuscript (7)
24 Having a lot to lose? (5)

DOWN
1 Requested (5)
2 Food from heaven (5)
3 Farm vehicle (7)
5 Be unfaithful to a partner (3-4)
6 Relating to surrounding

influence, eg, sound (7)
7 Extremely funny (9)
11 Let off (9)
14 Hazards (7)
15 Raise to higher position (7)
16 Substance prescribed as a

control, giving no therapeutic
effect (7)

19 Nimble (5)
20 Tremble (5)

TimMoorey is author of How To Crack Cryptic Crosswords,
published by HarperCollins, and runs crossword
workshops (TimMoorey.info).

Solutions to 981
Across 1 Decaf reversal 4 Greens two definitions 9 Chapeau 10 Bugle bug le
11 Eke hidden 12 Relation anagram 15 Spring chicken 17 Pedestal anagram
18 Sue two definitions 20 Agent a gent 22 Opulent anagram 23 Entrée
hidden 24 Synod homophone of sin odd. Down 1 Decrease 2 Cease
3 Free-range 5 Rib 6 Egg yolk 7 Sled 8 Publication 13 Trial runs 14 Unseated
16 Re-elect 18 Stern 19 Yale 21 Tee.

The winner of MoneyWeek Quick Crossword No. 981 is:
Sheila Goodman of Lancashire.

Bridge by Andrew Robson

The hero of this week’s deal is England international Andrew
McIntosh, originally from the north of Scotland (who knew from the
name?).

* Marginal, vulnerable.
** Nervous about both majors, but Five of a Minor is so many

tricks to win.

Had West divined to lead a Heart, declarer would have had to hope
Clubs provided all five tricks – no good here. However, not blessed
with second sight, West naturally led a Spade.

Declarer counted five top tricks. The problem with winning the
Queen of Spades and running the Queen of Clubs is that West may
win the King and find the Heart switch. This would hold declarer to
eight tricks – with no time to make a Diamond trick. Leading to the
Queen of Diamonds is a better play, succeeding when the ten of
Diamonds falls in three rounds (giving declarer four tricks in the suit),
with the Club finesse in reserve.

Best, however, is to put West (whom you place with the Ace of
Diamonds for his bid) in a fork by winning the Spade lead in hand
and leading the eight of Diamonds (key play). Say West rises with
the Ace to switch to a Heart. You win the Ace, cross to the Queen of
Diamonds, back to the Queen of Spades, cash the King-Knave-nine
of Diamonds and return to your hand with the Ace of Clubs to cash
your remaining top Spade for your ninth trick.

If West ducks the Diamond (as happened in practice), you win
dummy’s picture and run the Queen of Clubs. You do not mind losing
the finesse to West’s King, for you can win the Heart switch, unblock
the Queen of Spades and cross to your four winning Clubs and top
Spade. Nine tricks made.

For all Andrew’s books and flippers – including his new hardback
The Next Level – see andrewrobson.co.uk

Sudoku 983

MoneyWeek is available to visually
impaired readers from RNIB National
Talking Newspapers and Magazines
in audio or etext.
For details, call 0303-123 9999,
or visit RNIB.org.uk.

To complete MoneyWeek’s
Sudoku, fill in the squares
in the grid so that every row
and column and each of the
nine 3x3 squares contain all
the digits from one to nine.
The answer to last week’s
puzzle is below.

The bidding
South West North East
1NT 2♠* 3NT** pass
pass pass

Dealer South Both vulnerable

Taylor’s, a family firm for 325 years, is dedicated
to the production of the highest quality ports.
Late Bottled Vintage is matured in wood for four
to six years. The ageing process produces a high-
quality, immediately drinkable wine with a long,
elegant finish; ruby red in colour, with a hint of
morello cherries on the nose, and cassis, plums and
blackberry to taste. Try it with goat’s cheese or a
chocolate fondant.

Forking West

Name

Address

!
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£210m Howmuch
Chinese property
billionaire Cheung Chung
Kiu has agreed to pay for
2-8a RutlandGate, which
wouldmake the 45-room
mansion overlooking Hyde
Park in London themost
expensive house in Britain.
The record is currently
held by Park Place, a
300-year-old country
house in Berkshire, which
sold for £140m in 2011.

£500,000 The cost of
installing a temporary
floor at the Palace of
Westminster before Big
Ben can chime tomark the
moment Britain leaves the
EuropeanUnion at 11pm

Lastword42

The bottom line
€840.8m How
much FC Barcelona
made in revenues last
season making it the

t-earning club
first time in
nnual
ootball Money
eague”,
compiled by
accountancy
firmDeloitte.
Arch rival
RealMadrid
came second
with
€757.3m, and

Manchester
itedwas third
h €711.5m.
e of the top ten
English clubs.
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Get off the Tesla bandwagon
Tesla burns money and yet its stock soars. It’s an artefact of the bubble economy

Tesla, we suspect, will turn out
to be an artefact of the bubble of
2009-2020. Like themarket itself,
it depends on regular infusions of
fakemoney. And like thewhole
stockmarket, it is financially fragile.
Since Teslamakes no profits, it
relies on investors who arewilling
to keep losingmoney. Thatmoney
masochismwill come to an abrupt
endwhen themarket goes down.

The big companiesmove
because investors don’t botherwith
research. They just want to be “in
themarket”with big-name stocks
that go up. And the cheapest, easiest
way to do that is to buy an index
fund –which buys themost popular
stocks, driving their prices up even
higher. Then, even the hard-bitten
old value investors have to buy the
big names, too – just to keep up.
This party has to end some time.
When it does, the partygoerswill
wish they had left earlier.

Shares in the twomost valuable
loss-making companies have

soared over the past threemonths,
with electric-carmaker Tesla’s stock
doubling andGeneral Electric up
44%.At the beginning of a boom,
investors are sceptical. They part
with theirmoney reluctantly, almost
grudgingly, carefully looking for
value. As the boom continues, they
gradually forget all about value.
Theywant themovers and the
shakers. They don’t care howmuch
they cost so long as they go up.

Take Tesla, for example. It’s a
company thatwouldn’t last long
in a normal stockmarket. But at
the bubble-end of a long, Fed-
fuelled boom, it’s a favourite. The
more it loses, themore investors
want a piece of the action. Tesla
is nowworthmore thanGeneral
Motors and
Ford combined.
Investors bid
upTeslamore
than 100%over
the last threemonths, to amarket
capitalisation of $95bn.

Yet Tesla sold only 368,000
vehicles last year. Ford alone sold
2.9million in the US and another
threemillion inChina.Of course,
the bet investors aremaking is that
Teslawill be the Amazon orGoogle
of the electric-carworld –with such
a big lead on the competition that
the otherswon’t be able to catch up.
It’s a bad bet. Google andAmazon
both benefit from the network

effect. The larger they get, themore
of an advantage they have. But Tesla
ismore likeWeWork, the doomed
“tech” start-up that rents out office
space. It gets no network effect or
first-mover advantage because car
buyers, like office-space renters, do

their homework
and look for the
best deal.

Teslawill
never be a

one-stop shop for electric cars.
But it is providing a great service
tomore established carmakers.
At huge cost, it is testing themarket.
The bigger players should have no
trouble building electric cars and
capturingmarket sharewhen they
see it is worth doing. Theywill have
more dealers andmore options.
And they’ll be able quickly to copy
and surpass any technological
innovations Teslamakes.More
importantly, they’ll makemoney.

“Tesla is providing a great
service to established

carmakers at huge cost”

on 31 January. The bell
has been silencedwhile
extensive renovation
works are carried out.

£130bn The estimated
cost so far to Britain from
“untethering” its economy
from the othermembers of
the G7 ahead of Brexit,
according to Bloomberg
Economics. An additional
£70bnwill have been
added to the bill by the end
of the year.

€3bnThe value of
British-based electric-van
start-up Arrival following a
€100m investment from
South Korean carmakers
Hyundai and Kia in return

for a 3% stake. Up to
10,000 vans a year will be
made at its “microfactory”
in Banbury, Oxfordshire

$120bn The va
global consumer
spending on
mobile-phone
apps last year,
with China
accounting for
half of that sum.
Advertising
spending
brought in
another £190bn,
according to App
Annie. The indust
tracker forecasts t
market to bewort
$380bn in 2020.
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Tesla boss ElonMusk: the more he loses, the more attractive he seems

Bill Bonner
Columnist



The
savings
squirrel
If your inner investor wants
to squirrel money away in an
easy-to-manage pension, take
a look at our low-cost SIPP.
We think it’s the nuts!

Discover your inner investor
youinvest.co.uk

The value of your
investments can go
down as well as up
and youmay get
back less than you
originally invested.



UK Commercial Property REIT
ISA and Share Plan
To find the best opportunities in real estate,
you need to be on the ground – and in the know.

That’s why we have the real estate specialists to
build relationships, source deals and look deeply
into every transaction’s long-term potential, including
its environmental and sustainability credentials.

The real estate investment trust (REIT) built with
local knowledge – for a real estate portfolio that’s
built to perform.

Please remember, the value of shares and the
income from them can go down as well as up and
you may get back less than the amount invested.
No recommendation is made, positive or otherwise,
regarding the ISA and Share Plan.

The value of tax benefits depends on individual
circumstances and the favourable tax treatment
for ISAs may not be maintained. We recommend
you seek financial advice prior to making an
investment decision.

Request a brochure: 0808 500 4000
ukcpreit.com

We know
the terrain.

Issued by Aberdeen Asset Managers Limited, 10 Queen’s Terrace, Aberdeen AB10 1XL, which is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the UK. Telephone calls may be recorded. aberdeenstandard.com
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